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TIIR HISTORY OP AITTI- SLAVERY PBTITIOTIS ITT COITGRESS.
From one standpoint the period in v;hich anti slavery peti-
tions were in any number present in Conp.ress may be divided into
three pa^ts. The fi'-st of these v/ould extend from the foundation of
the government until about 1835, the seoond from then until 1845,
and the third from 1845 until some time durin^^ the excitement just
precedinf^ the Civil War, approximately to 1856, These petitions were
during almost the entire period obnoxious to the party in power in
the nation. They were calculated to excite Southern alarm and not
likely to be productive of much good. It was therefore advisable to
get rid of them as quietly as possible, and toward this enfl- the ef-
forts of almost all members of Congress, including the presenters of
the petitions themselves, were directed during the earlier part of
the pe^-iod, Down to the year 1855 the question appeared to be almost
entirely one of expediency.
Although these efforts succeeded in disposing of the peti-
tions in Congress, they had little influence on the nation at large,
Here the development of the anti-slavery movement was slow but steady.
The growth was especially noticeable during and following the years
1830-31, and the result v/as v/ell calculated to arouse the apprehen-
sions of Southerners, They believed that the continuance of any thiiig
like economic prosperity at the South depended upon the preservation
there unimpaired of the institution of slavery. More than this, they
saw that the organizations of the North were arousing insurrections

2.||
amonp. the slaves, who could only view them as allies prepared to
march to their assistance at the first outbreak.
These are the reasons for the passaf.e of the so-called
Gag Resolutions, Believing firmly that agitations in Con^^ress would!
continue as long as these petitions were allowed to enter its haJl8|
and believing also that agitation in Conp.ress increased agitation in
the nation, they decided to shut out the petitions altogether. The i
result of their efforts was that the abolitionists were able to shift
the battle-rround and pose before the people as champions of the
Ssacred right of petition". Under these conditions the ultimate end
could only be the defeat of the Sou!,h,
The strugp.le from 1836 to 1845, then, especially in the
j
House of Representatives, centered about the different views held
concerning the right of petition. The North generally held that the
Resolutions violated the right., the South denied it. There were fouij
steps that could be taken in regard to petitions; first, reception;
second, reference; third, report,; and fourth, legislation. The
question involved v/as, at what stwp did the right of petition stop
and the right, of Congress begin. In the earlier days of the period,
before the struggle centered around the question of right, several
ways of dealing with the petitions had been in practice. At times they
had been referred to committees and reported upon, at other times
the matter had stopped v/ith reference, no report being made, and at
still others they had simply been received and laid upon the table,
j
Thus three of the four steps had been taken, but, as was said before,
it was only a o-uestion of expediency, not of right.
The Pinclmey Resolution recognized the right of petition.
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1
It confined that right, however, to the presentation of the petition
^9 the House, and reception the House. There it dec ared the rip.ht
of petition to end and the jurisdiction of Congress to begin. Its
advocates declared that Congress must receive and hoar all petitions;
once received they were under the jurisdiction of the House, which
could refer or not as it pleased. If it did not wish to refer it
could lay the petition upon the table, and this v;as v/hat the Reso-
lution provided for in the case of the anti-slavery petitions. The
people assembled peaceably, they petitioned for a redress v-^f griev-
ances, their petition was presented to Congress, and a statement of
,
its contents made to the House. It was then the right of that body
to dispose of it as i* thought proper.
This resolution, and subsequent ones, were opposed by the
!
advocates of two other theories of the right. The first urged that
the right of petition extended to reference, and to this class duri'
ing the earlier part of the controversy Mr. John Quincy Adams be-
longed. He did not object to the petition being ignored or forgotten
after it-, was in the hands of a committer, but. he did insist upon '
reference. Merely to receive and table the petition he did not
j
consider as cohering the full duty of Congress in the matter. Res- I
pect' could be shown the petitione-rs only by referring, their prayer,
I
The second class was the one *.o which Mr. Adams later belonged. It
|
insisted not only upon reference but also upon report. The only way,
according to its belief, in v/hich the petition could be properly
heard /as by reference to a competent committee which should deliber-
ate upon the matter, and report to the House the result of its de-
liberations. Mr, Slade and Mr. Oiddings were also advocates of this
view. It should also be stated in passing that t>ie Pinckney Resolu-
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tion was opposed by Southern extremists, w^iose view is next to be
considered. It is, however, difficult to drav;- the line of distinc-
tion between the Southern members at this time, "'n account of the
fact that many of them who really opposed the measure on principle
voted for it as a matter of expediency.
The Gag Resolutions for thcr first few years accorded with
the views of the moderate Southerners and provided for the recep-
tion and tabling of petitions. In 1840, however, the extreme South-
ern radicals forced their theory upon the House. This was that Cong-
ress had the rip.ht not only to deny reference to any petition, but
also to deny entrance to any which in its judgement was not entitlec,,
to reception. This view was most earnestly advocated in the Senate
by Mr, Calhoun and his little party of extremists, in the House by
Mr, Glascock, and Mr, Hammond, They held the House to be exclusive
judge of the kind of petitions which it should receive. They declar-
ed that unless Congress possessed this pov/er the right of petition
infringBd upon one of the most important powers of any deliberative
^
body. They cited examples of the rejection of petitions by the Engr
lish House of Commons, and also the opinion of Jefferson, who had
j
held that ordinarily when a petition was presented the question of
reception should be raised and decided. The Resolution of 1840, ex-
|
pressing their view, provided that no petition in any way concerning;
i
slavery should be received by the House, They declared, ho\Yever, '
that the right of petition v;as observed. People assembled and peti-
tioned, their petition was presented to Congress, a statement of it^
contents was made by their agent to the House. It was then in the
power of that body to receive or to reject it at its pleasure. The
right of petition ended with presentation.
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Besides these different theories in rep.ard to tYh extent
of the rip;ht. of retition, the specific case of the re:;epti.on of thOG|p
prayinp, the abolition of slavery in the District was opposed on oth-
er ground, A party of men from the South denied the right of Cong-
ress to interfere with slavery here as firmly us they denied its
right to interfere with that institution in the states. Here, also,
they declared, the action must be taken by the people themselves.
The cession made by Maryland and Virginia guar, anteed to the inhabi-
tants of the District their property rights. Those rights were also
guaranteed by constitutional amendment . The abolition of slavery
here by Congress would be a despotic act. It would be equivalent to
i
a declaration that the inhabitants had no voice in their own govern-|
ment. To the pa ty advocating this theory belonged extremists like
Hammond and Glascock. They were opposed to the passage of the Pincl^!
ney Resolution and to the others passed before 1B40, They refused to
support any such provision which did not contain a declaration that
Congress had no povz-^r to abolish slavery in the District. And since
th« abolition would be unconstitutional they opposed the re cep tion
of petitions asking for it, holding t?iat Congress could not receive
petitions which it had no power, under the constitution, to grant.
li
These vi«v/s prevailed al'so in the Senate, Calhoun being the
great advocate of the extreme Sou <,hern view. On the other hand th
\\
Northerners conten^ted themselves with maintaining that the petitions
il
must be received, not advocating the necessity of referenee or re-
port. Thus, the leader of this party, Buchaniin, drev; a sharp distinc-
tion between the petition itself and its prayer. His method -as tha
reception of the petition and the rejection of the prayer, if that
prayer was offensive. The Calhoun extremists scouted this distinc-
i
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tion, but the views of Buchanan prevailed.
This stru,',|^le ovor the rif.ht, as was before stated, belonf,8
to the second part of the period, from 183G to 1845, After the re-
jection of the gag rule in December 184^1 the question again resolved
itself into one of expediency, the petitions usually being referred
either to the Committee on the District of Columbia, or to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, and forgotten, V/ith these distinctions and
theories of the right of petition clearly in mind the significance
of the whole struggle over anti- slavery petitions in Congress is
much more easily understood.
CHAPTER II.
THB FIRST PERIOD,
Agitation against the institution of slavery had been be-
gun long before the future American nation tras formed from the col-
onies. The specific objects against v/hich it v/as directed differed
from time to time according to circumstances, but the agitation
against the institution v/as a movement which v/ent on uninterrupted
from the foundation of the republic until the Civil War, It seemed
that by the abolition of slavery itself only was that movement to be
stopped. So far as the effect of this opposition upon Congress is
concerned, hov/ever, the beginning v/as in 1790, Already at its very
first session Congress had been occupied with the consideration of
slavery and the slave t^^ade, but the first petition against the ins
titu'.ion did not appear in the House until February 11,1790^1^ On tha
day fRr, Fitzsimmons, of Pennsylvania, introduced a memorial from
Quakers of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Vir-
#Annals of Cong,^ ICong., 11 session. Vol. II, 2181-91.

'•II
ginia, in conven* ion, on the subject of the Glavo trade. This address
recited that u similar one had beon presented to Conj^ireys in 1S583,
but that body had "declined promoting, any public remedy against the
gross national iniquity" on account of not being vested with legis*
lative powers. It was nov/ presented in order to bring the subject
before Congress in the hope of securing the abolition of the slave
trade •
Mr, Lawrence, of New York, then presented an address from^
the Society of Friends, of that state, concurring in the one from the
Quaker convention. Mr. Hartley, of Pennsylvania, moved that as a
jj
mark of respect to the petitioners this address be referred to a com-
mit t«o, and the motion was seconded by Mr. White, of Virginia. This
called forth some litlle debate, several members objecting on the
ground that a second reading would consume time needed for more im-
portant measures, Mr. Jackson, of Georgia, also suggested that gen-
tlemen should "respect the feelings of the members who represent that
part of the Union which is principally affected by the measured |l
Mr. Madison spoke in favor of committing, both in order fij>r
an investigation to see whether the laws were being abused and to
|
avoid giving ground for alarm by a serious opposition. Others opposed
commitment on the ground that the' Quakers were meddling v/ith matter 5
which did not concern them. Mr, Jackson held that " any sxtraordinat'y
attention of Congress to the petition" might have the eft'ect of evin-
cing ^0 the people a tendency tov;ard emancipation, and thus put
slave property in jeopardy. It v;ould furnish just ground for alarm
to the South, hence the petition ought to lie upon the tab^e.
Mr, Boudinot, of Ne\7 Jersey, said;" It is not because the
petition comes from the society of Quakers that I am in favor of coin-

8,
miti-.lnp, it, but because it somes from citizens of the United States
who are equally concerned in the we^lfare and happiness of the coun-
try with others," There was no foimda tionfor Southern apprehensionji
Mr, Sherman, of Connecticut, wanted to commit in order t(|f
ascertain the po\7ers of the f>eneral government over the slave trade,
Mr, Gerry, of Massachusetts, upheld the rif.ht of citizens
to petition for redress of grievances, and a consequent duty of Cong-
ress '0 act. Personally he was in favor of the entire abolition ofj;
the slave trade. In reply to a part of his remarks Madison suggested
that " gentlemen may vote for commitment of the petition without any
intention of supporting the prayer," making the same distinction l)©-
tween the petition itself and its prayer that was made years afterj
I
ward by Buchanah, and refuted so strenuously by Calhoun in the debate
on his resolutions,
Mr. Tucker, of South Carolina, advanced the argument that
Congress had no power to do more than lay a duty upon the importation
of slaves. The petition therefore asked for action which would be
unconstitutional, and was ill judged. This also was an argument
advanced by opponents of the agitation throughout its existence.
At this stage of the debate the motion to commit was witjli-
drawnand the address tabled v/ithout division,
(1)
On the next day there was introduc-d a memorial from Ben--
jjaihin; "Vanklin, as President of the " Pennsylvania Society for proj
moting the Abolition of Slavery, the relief of free negroes unlav/-
fully hel'i in bondage, and the improvement of the condition of the'
African Race," praying Congress to give its attention to slavery
(1) Annals of Cong., 1 Cong., II session, 1789-90, Vol. Iiyll97-1305
" Benton AbrT^O7- 11
,

and to abolish the slav6 trade, Mr .Hartley , of Pennsylvania, then
j|
called up the memorial of the Friends for second readinp. and oomrnlt-
ment, Mr.Tuoker opposed considerat io|> of the memorial because it
requested unconstitutional action, tended to alarm the Sou f.h, and v/asj
an improper interference on the pa-t of the Quakers. Mr.Seney, of
Maryland, denied the argument that the action would be unconstitu-
tional, while Mr, Burke, of South Carolina, supported the position
of Mr,Tucker,
Mr, Scott, of Pennsylvania, vras in favor of the abolition
of the slave trade, and was sorry^^Thal: Congress could not act. He
was also ap.ainst the institution of slavery, which v/as then defend-
j
ed by Mr, Jackson, and Mr, Baldwin, both from Georgia, who were sorry'
that the matter had been brought up. Congress had no power to act,
and thi^ discussion, which could therefo'-e be productive of no leg-
i
islation, was a bad thing for the Union. Mr. Smith, of South Carolina,
also declared that the petition requested unconstitutional action,
and could see no >~ea80n for commitlng it. It would arouse the jeal-
ousy of the South and create great alarm,
Mr .Page, of Virginia, replied from the standpoint of the i
moderates, declaring that the pe'-itlon contained only the hope that
,
. i;
Congress would see v/hat it could constitutionally do to abolish the
slave trade. There was no cause for alarm if the petition was com-
mitted, but there might be if it were not considered. The public
would probably think that Congress had shut their ears against hu-
manity, so the best thing to be done was to commit. There was no
il
fear that Congress v/ould exercise any unconstitutional power in the
matter, Mr .Gerry also thought that Congress could and should reform
^
the abuses prevalent in the operation of the slave trade.
|

30.
The vote was then taken and resulted in 43 votes for^ to
13 af>alnst commitment, A.22 the votes ap.alnst the mo ' ion sane from !'
the Southern states with but one exception, that of Mr .Syl vester,
jj
of New York, On the other hand 7 of the 9 votes of Virp.inia, and th«
(1)
3 votes from Maryland w^nt with the TTorth for commitment, Thou^^.h
the rif,ht of petition v/as hardly mentioned during, the debate the at-
titude of the mem.bers of Conj'^ress could be plainly seen. Only one
Northern vote was cast against extending the right to the second
possible step, while 10 Southern onps were registered in favor of
It, The reception v.-as not objected to by any one, the question in-
volved v/as whether the petition should be referred or tabled.
Nor did commitment close the incident. The committee re-
ported, and the report '.ras taken up on the eighth of March for read-
(2)
ing. It ou-^.lined the pow -rs of Congress in the matter as follows;
(1) The Government could not interfere with the slave trade before
1808.
(2) The Government could not emancipate these slaves,
(3) The Government could not interfere with state laws governing
the relations between masters and slaves.
(4) Th-e Government could lay a tax upon imported slaves.
(5) It could regulate the slave trade,
(6) It could keep foreigners out of the ?lave tr-ade,
(7) It would exercise its constitutional authority in the inter-
ests of humanity.
Debate then occurred on the advisability of postponing the
discussion, and a motion to postpone fo*" a week was made and passed.
(1) See Appendix for vote,
(2) Annals of Cong.yl Cong., 11 sess, 1769-90. Vol, 11,1.413-141^.
i
11
.
(1)
On the sixteenth tH© report, v/es ap.aln taken up and consid-
ered by parap.^-aph
.
Mr.]?rown, of Virp.inia, cpok© of the pernicous
effectr^ that would follow adoption of the report on account of its
tendency toward the annihilation of negro property. Mr, Burke declared
that the negro clave s were in a much better condition than they v/
would be were they free, and that the Quakers were a meddling class,'
interfering in matters with which they had no concern.
I
Mr, Smith, of Sou ' h Carolina, insisted that the memorial
was an indecent attack upon t.he character of sla e-holders, and op- ^
posspd to the principles of the Quaker religion. Congress had not
the power of manumission, and even if it had it would be inexpedient!
to exercise it. He then went into detail upon the subject of slavery,
its advantages, and public opinion regarding it. He dec]ared it to
be an absolute necessity to the South, and disapproved of the whole
t
report .
|
After a short speech by Mr. Boudinot in favor of the re-
poiit, against the slave trade, and in defense of the Quakers, the
|
vote was taken. The last provision, promising action on the part of
Congress, was struck out and the report then adopted by a vote of
|
29 to 25. Of those for adoption 22 were from the Tlorth, 6 from Vir-
^
ginia, and 1 from Maryland, Of the '25 against adoption 17 were from '
the South, 3 from Massachusetts, 2 from New York, 2 from Connecticut,!
and 1 from llov/ Hampshire, The mixed vote was perhaps due in some
measure to the dissatisfaction of radicals. Smith, of South Carolinaj^
and Thatcher, of Massachusetts, both opposing. It if, very probable
|
that the former would have supported a declaration limiting the
powers of Congress still more clos'^ly, and that the latter was for
action, at least in regard to the slave trade. The majority of the
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memberR preferred to take the middle course which at this time in-
cluded the adoption of the report, the third step in the series of
four possible ones.
There v/as no further interruption of Congressional business by '
(1)
petition until the elp.hth odf December, 1791, On that day there was i
introduced into the House a memorial from a branch oiff ^ he same so- I
ciety representing the st8.tes of Rhode Island, Connecticut, Hew
j
York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia directed against al] owing
the slave trade to be shared by foreigners, and praying for better
traatm.ent of imported negroes. This memorial v;as referred to a com-
i
mittee composed of Benson, of New York, Baldwin, of Georgia, Day {.on, "
of ITew Jersey, Smith, of South Carolina, ajid Larned, of Connecticut,
The committee never submitted a report, the first example of that
method of getting rid of the petitions which was "^o be followed for
years to come, and which, accor^^'ing to John Quincy Adajns, v/as equi- '
valent to "sending them to -the tomb of the Capu^ets". It was, perhaps,,
the most satisfactory method that v/as pursued at any time during the
controversy. It satisfied the demands of those who held that the
right of petition extended to reference, and the radical theories had
not appeared in any strength in Congress at the time that this method
was adopted. It seems very probable that if the Southerners themsel-
ves had not changed their tactics and followed a more radical course
these theories would n-ver have gained ground in either house of
Congress
,
Annals of Con^,.^ 11 Cong.^l session, 1791-2. Vol. 1X1,241 fif.
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Again th«r» was a p«riod of almost a year before another
petil ion was given the consioerution of Congress, Then, on the tv/enty-
(1)
sixth of November, 1792, Mr, Ames, of Massachusetts, presented to the
House the petition of V/arner Mifflin and others i?j regard to abuses
|
t
of the slave trade. It was read and laid upon the table fc^r tv/o day8,|
when it was called up by Mr, Steele, of ITorth Carolina, He had hoped,
he said, to hear no more of sJavery in the House, Miflin v/as a fanat-i:
l|
ic, and he moved that the petition be returned to him, n
Mr. Ames explained that he had presented the paper only be-
^
cause of the principle that any citizen had the right to petition
Congress and apply to a representative to present his petition to
the House, He did not favor the petition,
jj
ii
Mr, Smith admitted the right of petition, but declared that \
Mifflin was a fanatic, and that his petition v;as therefore not entitl-
ed to consideration. The people of the South had a right to expect
this matter to be kept from being stirred up again as it had been in I
New York at the presentation of the previous petitions. He supported
Steele's motion, which v/as agree i to, and another method of dealing
with the petitions adopted,. It was, however, a method used at the
i
time only in extreme cases. It assumed the exclusive and unlimited
power of Congress to decide what petitions ought and what oug?it not
be received by the House, a pov/er afterwards denied by Mr. Adams, I
Mr.Giddings, and other radical leaders. At this time, however, there
was practically no opposition to the theory expressed,
!
(2)
Three months later another memorial from the Massachusetts
and Rhode Island Society praying the attention of Congress to their
(1) Annals of Cong., 31 Cong.^1 session, 1791-2,* Vol , III , 72B-31 . ^
(2) Ibid. 888,
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m«nioria3 of fjecember 0,3 793, which harl bw'n referred iiiid never re-
ported upon, v/b s received and tabbed without debate,
(1)
I
A year afterward, January <^3,3 794,a memorial from Quakers, '
prayinp. Congress to suppress the slave trade, was presented to the
Senate and tabled. On the tv/-enty-eighth a memorial from Mr, Bloom-
field, Presi ent of the Counciai of Deler.ates from Abolitionist Ho-
cieties of the United States, ap,ainst the sJave trade, v/as presented
and read, but nothin/r further done,
(2)
In the House fehe petition from Quakers fared better. It was
presented here on the twentieth of January, and next day referred to
a committee composed of Trumbull, of Connecticut, V^ard, of Massachu-
setts, Giles, off Virp.inia, Talbot, of ITew York, and Grove, of ITorth
||
Carolina, to report their opinion to the House, A week ] ater two
more petitions, one from the Delegates, and one from the Provi'^ence
Society, were referred to this committee. On he eleventh of February
it made a report which was referred to the Com.mittee of tfce Whole
House for the seventeenth. The House then instructed the committee to
bring i^i a bill prohibiting the slave trade from the United States
|,
to foreign countries, a revision of former measures. This bill pasGed
the House on the seventh, and the Senate on the nineteenth of March,!'
the only instance during the ninety 'y^ars of controversy over the
|j
anti-slavery petitions v/hen one of those petitions caused the four
stepd, reception, reference, report, and legislation, to be taken by
either of the houses of Congress,
This measure checked the presentation of peti-tions for a
time, and for several years there came no more from the sources of
111 Cong.jL session, 1793-4. Vol, IV, 36,
(1) Annals of Cong.,
(2) Ibid. 249-53, 349, 448, 455, 483.
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th« former ones. In the meantime petitions of a different character,
thou^^h still bearing, upon the (7,enera] subject of slavery, appeared
(1)
in Conp.ress, April ^35,1796 a petition from the p.overnment of the
Northwest Territory praying permisyio^T to import slaves into those
j
regions was presented to the nous©. This v/as the first of a long
series of attempts made by various parties in this rep.ion to securer
the abrogation of the famous sixth article of the Ordinance of 1787.,
excluding slavery frorr the territory. The petition was referred to
a committee which made its report upon the tv/elth of May follov/ing.
The report was unfavorable to the pnayer of the petitioners and was
Idid upon the table. There was no opposition at any step of the pro-
ceedings. I'
Of still another character was the petition v;-hich appeared
(2)
in the House on the thirtieth of January ,1 79 7 , This was an appeal ftj:*om
from manumitted slaves praying Congress to direct its attention to '
the general condition of -the slaves, and to do all in its power to
|,
better f.hat condition. It was introduced by Mr .Sv/anwick, of Pennsyl-
vania, who hoped that it v/ould be referred to a committee, Mr,
Blount, of TTorth Carolina, was opposed to reception on the ground
that there was not even proof that the men were free, Mr,Heath, of
||
Virginia, was of the same opinion, Mr,Madison was rather in favor of
tabling. Mr ,Sitgrf>aves ,of Pennsylvania, was fur commiting, as was
jj
Mr .Rutherford, of Virginia, Mr, Smith advanced the argument of alarm
to the South and v;as in favor of returning the petition. It had call-
ed especial attention to the danger of free negroes from being
^
seized and sold into slavery, Mr.Varnum, of Massachusetts, emphasiz-
<|^^this point and insisted that every person was entitled to the pro-
Annals of Cong,plll Cong.;i seesion,l 796 , Vol ,V,1 1 71 , 1 ~49 ,
(2)AHnaiy^ojrcJng'^lll Cong.^ll session, 1796-7, Vol. Vl? 2015-24.
|j
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taction of the r.ovornment. So far as those petitioners were concern-'
ed he declared that their peMtion should be received unless they •
were proved absolutely 1.0 be slaves. The question of freedom was of
the f^xeatest Importance. '
By a vote of 50 to however, the petition was returned.
Here ngaln is the assertion of the power of Congress to act as ex-
clusive judge of the petitions it shall receive.
At the next sec-cion a menorial from the Quakers requesting
the attention of Congress to the oppressed condition of the Afri-
(1)
can race was received in the Senate, It v/as read and tabled, and the
next day ordered 'o be v/ithdrawn. In the House the same memorial v/as
(2)
presented by Mr, Gallatin, on TTovember 30Vl797,who moved a second
reading, Mr .Harper, of South Carolina, hoped that this would not be
granted. The practice had a tendency to arouse great evi^s by hearing
"remonstrances complaining of what it is utterly impossible to alter||Z
Mr .That Cher replied that reference would be the best v.-ay of getting
rid of whiit Mr .Harper apprehended, Mr, Lyon, of Vermont, went further^
and declared that the petition complained of grievances which should^
be remedied, Mr.Rutledge, of South CaTOlina, retotted that redress
should be sought in courts of justice and not in petition. If the
committee v/ould censurt these people who were in the habit of seduc-
ing the servants of gentlemen travelling to the seat of government,
and of importuning Congress to interfere with business with which the
Constitution expressly forbad it to deal he should favor reference.
Since the committee would not bring in such a report he preferred tOj|
table the petition.
(1) Annals of Co: --.y Cong,, II session, 1797-8. Vol, VII', 475,
(2) Ibid,, 656-70; Benton Abr, 11,182-0,
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Mr.Svanwisk thoiight, that th« m«nioria2 should be treated in
the usual way. If it asked for any unconsti tu ional action the pray-
•r would be rejected as a matter of couroe. If the petitior.ers
we ne in the v/ronp. it v/as his opinion that the best thing that could
be done would be to appoint a committee v;hlch should make a report
calculated to set them right,
,
Mr, Gallatin also v/as in favor of reference. The Quakers
were not, as had bepn charged, attempting to throw any thing into
disorder. If the committee reported that the House could do nothing,
y.nd the House agreed to the report, that would be a much more respect-
ful way of closing t,he matter than by throwing the petition under the
tab]*,
II
Mr.S*wall, of Massachusetts, on the other hand, vas for re-
jecting at once any memorial that concerned subjects over which
II
Congress had no pow^r. He therefc-e v;anted the whole matter tabled.
The speeches then became briefer, almost entire]y express-
ions of opinion, Mr,Macon, of North Carolina, thought the petition I!
wholly unnecessary, and the matter one of state policy entirely,
Mr,Allen, of Connecticut, wished the petition considered at length
in the hope that it might produce good results, Mr ,Livingston, of
ITew York, denied the charges of the memorial, which he declared to
be utterly unfounded, Nevertheless he also v/iinted the petition dis- i
cussed and the matter investigated, Mr ,Nicholas , of Virginia, believ-
i;
ed that it v/ould be to the honor of slave-holders to have the inves-'
tigation take place. He therefore favored commitment, Mr,Pdmond, of
|
Connecticut, m.aintained that the very diversity of opinion manifest-*
ed in the speeches showed the "necessity of an investigation of the
subject, in order t-,o determine the jurisdiction of the House", This
point ha wished definitely settled. I

10.
Th<i second reading carried by »n af f irniHti v« vote of 53,
and the inemoriuQ was referred to a select committee composed of Sit-
f.reavas, of Pennsylvania, TTicholas, of Virp.inia, Dana, of Connecti-
cut, Schureman, of Hew Jersey, and Smith, of South Carolina, A re-
(1)
port was made January ,1790, statlnp. that in the opinion of the com-
mittee the matter was outside the judicial co/^niz^mce of Conf.ress,
It therefore advised that body to f.ive the memorialists leave to
withdraw the paper. By a vote of 36 to 35, the Speaker deciding,
this report was committed to the whole house and adopted, February 14
by an affirmative vote of 74.
Af,ain, this time in spit« o(ff rather marked opposition,
three of the steps were taken. It should be noticed, however, that
the opposition came from both TTorth and South, and that it did not
arise on the question of principle, but was directed against the spe-
cific case. Many of the South were in favor of reference. The prin-
ciple of limitation of the right by Congressional jurisdiction seems
to be again admitted, and the question involved was whether the sub-
ject mutter, or prayer, of this particular memorial ought to be fur-
ther considered by the PIous#, ji
For a period of two y»ars no slavery petition was again
seen in either house of Congress, From all appearances ^he heated
debates which had almost invariably followed the introduction of
these papers seemed to be a thing of the past. But there were ever
new sources from which disturbances might emanate, and it was a pe-
tition coming from a new class of people that next aroused the House.
(1) A^}IL'iAs o^f C^qng,}^Cong.^l session, 1797-O.Vol ,VII,945-6;103:--3,
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On the s«3ond of January, in the last year of tho eif.hte^nth century
Mr.V/aln, of Pennsylvania, presented to the House a peMMon from
free blacks, which he moved to refer to the Committee on the Slave
(1)
Trade. The petition asked for three thinp.s; revision of the s] ave
trade lav.'S, revision of the fup.itive slave lav'S,and the adoption of
measures tending tov/ard the gradual abolition of slavery by emanci-
pation •
Mr.Rutledge irameiiately replied, opposing the reference of
what he designated an unconstitutional and Impropermemorial • even
Mr,Otis, of Massachusetts, regarded the petition as highly dangerous,
part of it being improper, and the rest unnecessary .MrThatcher him-
self was for reference merely as a duty of Congress to settle the
question raised by the petition definitely. Mr, Randolph, of Virginiai
replied. He v/'anted the motion for reference lost by such a decided
majority as to discourage these people from further petitioning,
Mr,Piatt, of TIev/ Tork, said that only part of the subject
matter was under the jurisdiction of Congress, He moved that peti-
tions asking Congress to legislate on subjects outside the limits of
its constitutional authority ought to 'receive no encouragement or
countenance from the House, This moticTn carried by a vote of 05 to 1,
Mr,That Cher being its only opponent. It seems to have served the
purpose of geti;ing rid of the petition, for nothing further was heard
of it*
The theory was one which was later of especial consequence
in the controversy over slavery in the District of Columbia, Its ad-
^-^^ Annals of Cong
,j VI Cong,, 1 session, 1799-1800. Vol ,X,^329-245.
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^ocates there had to face the question of the jurisdiction of Conp.-
ress over thf> District, If it did not 50v*?r l^p.islation concerning
slavery then the application of this theory would se«m to exclude pe-
titions requestin;^, such ac'ion from consideration by Con^?,ress, It
was therefore advocated very forcibly by Southerners durin/^ the years
of the Gag Resolutions, being denied by Mr,Adams and other advocates
of the theory that Congress must consider all peti'ions.
For the next tv/(^nty- se ven y^ars the reports of both houses
of Congress contain but brief mention of anti- slavery petitions.
ITot that there v/ere none presented, for every session tv/o or three
managed to slip inside, but they were luickly disposed of v;ithout
debate or opposition. These appeals included petitions against the
fugitive slave law, and both for and against the admission of slavery
(1) !
into the territories. In 1807 reference was refused a petition from
Charleston merckants in regard to the slave trade. The same year pe-
titions from Indiana Territory asking a suspension of the sixth ar-
ticle of the Ordinance of 1787 were referred to committees in both
Senate and House, In both houses reports adverse to the petitions "
wer« made and adopted. The same thing had been done in the House a
year before, and in January 1808 more petitions of the same tenor
(3)
were referred to a committee that never reported .Thi s v;as the last -
attempt by slavery advocates of that territory to secure favorable
action from Congress, I
(1) Annals of Cong XCong.;i session, 1807-8 .Vol ,XVII, 1243 .
'
(2) Ibid., 22-24,
(3) Ibid,^l.'31,
li

In ini3 a moraorij.ll from tho Pflnnsylvania Abolition oosiety
was presented to ea^h house of Con/:^,r®88,In the S*»nate it was, us usual,
(1)
merely read, but in the Hous* was referred to a committee composed
of Mr.Milnor, of Pennsylvania, v/ho had introduced it,Mr,Robertson, of
Louisiana, Mr .Grovesnor, of TIev/ York, Mr,Wh«a$on, of Massachusetts,
(2)
and Mr.Earle, of South Carolina, The petition was in rep.ard to the
slave trade. The committee made a favorable report a week later, but
(3)
it was laid upon the table.
Still another method of disposing of the petitions appear-
ed in the Senate three years later. On the twenty-sixth of February,
(4)
1816, Mr .Roberts, of Pennsylvania, presented a memorial from the
American Abolition Convention. It was referred to a committee compos-
ed of Mr. Roberts, himself , Mr,King/ of ITew York, Mr.Ruggles, of Ohio,
Mr .Mason, of Virginia, and Mr.Chace,of VermoTjt. Some time later, Ap- li
ril 26, on motion of Mr. Roberts, the committee v/as discharged from
further consideration of the memorial.
In the House the m.emorial followed the usual course of be-
(6)
ing referred to a committee which never made a report.
It.
In January 1820 resolutions v/ere received from TTew Hamp-
shire declaring that Congress had the right to prohibit the admiss-
ion of slavery into any state or territory thereafter to be formed,
(7)
and ought t-o exercise that right. The resolutions were merely read.
Already, in December of 1819, a memorial from the American An'-.i-
Slavery Convention protesting against the admission of any more
slave states into the Union had been received and read. Memorials of
(1) Annal s of Cong,;ciI Cong,,ll session, 1812-13, Vol. XXV, 87.
(2) Il)id,;i074. (3) Ibid.f090, .(4) Ibid.XXlX,147 . (5) Ibid,^ 326,
(6) Ibid.^068, (7) Ibid^ XXXV, 24,69
.
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the same tenor now came pouring. In from lep.islatiire s and conventions
in the Pastern states, and here we can 8«e plainly the connection
between the controversy over the petitions in Congress and the great
political questions of the n^'ion. This was the time v/hon the measures
of the Missouri Compromise wore being discussed throughout the count-
ry. For the most part the petitions were either simply read or read
and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary,
Of yet another nature was the petit. ion ^ecelved on the
tenth of December 1823 from the Society of Friends of Hew Garden,
North Carolina, praying for the abolition of slavery in the District
(1)
of Columbia .This memorial v;as referred to the Committee on t?ie Dist-
rict, v/hich v/as, February 19,1824, discharged from further consider-
ation of the memorial, and the matter tabled. In this v^ay was silenced
the first of that long series of attacks upon slavery in the Dist-
rict which were to continue for years, and to arouse Congress at :
times to the high-^st pitch, of excitement, Nor did they cease until
they had begun in Congres"'s those threats of the disruption of the
Union which were never quieted until disunion had really been tem-
porarily accomplished.
The continuous deluge of petitions had now begun, though
at first thBre were but few indications of the fierce struggle which
(2)
that deluge was later to produce. On the twe] th of February, 1827,
Mr, Barney presented a memorial from Baltimore praying the enactment
of a law providing that children thereafter born of slave parents
in the District should be free at a certain age. He moved that the
memorial be printed, Mr.Duffie, of So\3th Carolina, characterized it
(1) Annals of CongJCVIII Cong,, 1 session, 1823-4. Vol,XLI,niO,
(2)
Ben 'on Abr.JV. 415-16
.

as an impe^t inens*^ or people concerninf. themselves wlMi l/ie iif fairs
of others. Slavery in the Pistrict diri not in any wruy concern 'he
people of Baltimore. Mr, Barney explained that he had presented the
paper merely as a iuty which lie owed to the memorialists. The motion
to print was lost, and the petition tabled,
(1)
On the twelth of December ,1031, Mr, John Quincy Adams pre-
sented to the House fifteen petitions praying for the abolition of i,
slavery in the District of Columbia. He stated in explanation that
he had not de?med himself at liberty to decline to present them.
They asked for abolition of slavery and the slave trade. He did not
support thtsp asking for the abolition of slavery in the District
of Columbia, and did not want the mutter discussed. He moved to re-
fer them to the Committee on the District. I
On the nineteenth this committee reported that it would be
unv/ise and impolitic to abolish slavery in the Di?;trict while Vir-
ginia and Maryland possessed the institution. The committee therefore
">"ecommended that it be discharged from further consideration of the
petitions. This report -as adopted by the House,
Again, on the fourth of February, 1333, a petition from
Pennsylvania praying the abolition. o(ff slavery in the District v/as
presented by Mr.Heister, who stated that he had in ^is possession
several more of similar tenor. He expressed himself as in favor of
the prayer of the petition, referring to the gross inconsistency of
theory and practice of the government in regard to slavery. He moved
t orefer the petifion to the Committee on the District, Mr,Mason was
I
(l) 3enton Abr .Vol .XI, 540-1
.
j
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against any as 'ion, and wanted the petition tabled. In his opinion
it would be tima for Congress to act when the peoplp of the District
petitioned; interference by outsiders vas entirely unwarranted, Mr.
Rates, of Maine, moved to table the question,Mr. Craig, of Virginia,
however, was for reference, IT» thought trie people of the North were
as much interested in the District as were t^:ose of the South, Mr,
Adams also was for reference as a mark of respect to the pe itioners.
Mr,Mason's motion to table was lost by a vote of 90 to 75, he then
withdrew his op^^osition, and the petition was referred to the Com-
(1)
mittee on the District .Congress was not yet ready to abandon the
theory that the pe Melons ought, as a gerieral rule, to be referred
' a committee, even though a report v/as never maoe
,
Senatorial action at this time was usually in accord v/ith
that of the House, On the second of April, 1832, a petition from
England was refused reference on the ground that foreign interfer-
(2)
ence was unwarranted , On the seventh of April two years later Mr,
C'/zing, of Ohio, presented a petition praying for abolition in the
District, In his opinion the abolition at this time would be unwise
and inexpedient, and he therefore moved to refer it to the Committee
(3)
on the District, This was done without debate. A year later, not con-
tent with mere reference, he moved to refer a petition to a committee
expressing at the same time the hope that the committee would make a
(4)
report, The petition was referred, but no report was ever made,
(1) Crale and Seaton He_gis^er o^f DGbates^22 Cong. ^2 session, 1832-3.
Vol. IX;2;1584-5.
'
(2) Debates ^21 Cong.,1 session, 1031-2, Vol,VTII, 2, 2332-49,
(3) Debates"23 Cong, 1 session, 1833-4. Vol. X,I, 1260.
^'^^ EfJ^K^llI'^'^ Cong. '2 session, 1834-5. Vol. XI, I, 390.
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One year afterward, February 2,18:55, in present inr. a pe-
tition on this subject, Mr, Dickson went at length into the condition
^•f: affairs ih the District, He wanted the petition referred to a
8'=>2ect committee because the Committe© on the District was composed
of a slaveholding ma jority, which guaranteed that the petition v/ould
never appear again. The right of petition was of no use if the pe-
titions v/ere to remain unheard. Congress possessed absolute power
over the District, and the measures were highly expedient. The abo-
lition of slavery in the District would be attended by no insurrec-
tion, and would have no connection with slavery in the states. It
would greatly better the economic condition of the District,
The petition was tabled, v/ithout debate, by a vote of
117 to 77,
Two weeks later a petition from Maine praying for the abo-
lition of slavery in the District was presented by Mr,i3vans, and
another, from Massachusetts, by Mr,Phillips, who requested that it
be tabled, Mr,Dickson then presented one and asked that it be tabled
and printed with signatures. Mr,Wise, of Virginia, declared that ^.he
petition^ came from a very few fanatics who ought to be suppressed.
He wished the memorials rejected, but the matter was tabled on notion
(2)
of Mr, Archer, of Virginia, by a vote- of 139 to 63,
(1) Debates ,25 Cong,, 2 session, 1834-5, Vol.XI, I, 1131, Benton Abr,,
XII, 660-6,
Debates
J
Ibid, J 1392-3. Benton Abr .j Ibid . ^676 .
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CHAPTRK III.
THE A.nOPTlOTT 0? TUB GAO RESOLUTIONS.
It vms impossible that the comparative Rase with which
Conp>res6 had imtil now disposed of these petitions should long con-
tinue. In the world outside there were occurring events v/hich must
profoundly influence the treatment of the measures, England had just
abolished slavery in her colonies, and this v'as regarded by the slave
holders as but an outv/ard indication of the opposition v/hich v/as
everywhere steadily developing, the opposition to their peculiar in-
stitution. But of infinitely more danf,er to them was the"fise of the
men of one idea"which took place during this period. That one idea
was the abolition of slavery, and its holders were men of the type
of Lundy and Garrison, men who v/ere willing to devote their whole
lives to the attainment of this gri=at end. It was men of this type
that, on October 2,1833, organized, in ITew York City, the Ant i- Slav-
ery Society to work for immediate abolition. The organization had to
be effected in secret on account of alipost universal opposition, but
it was effected and the Society made ready for the conflict.
The grov/?-h of this society, for the next fev/ years was slow
but steady. It was carried on in the midet of the most bitter ©ppo-
eltieny Herthern as well as Southern, and it is a; testimonial to the
zeal of its founders, however mistaken that zeal may have been, thati
it was able to exist and to carry on the amount of work it accom-
plished. According to the statement of Mr,Tappan, its president, "In
July (1835) the American Anti-Slavery Society issued 175000 copies
of newspapers and pamphlets,-- We will preserve come life or death
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If liny fall by the hand of violence others will continue the blesr.ed
(1)
work." In this same year the society made an addresr, in v/hich it de-
clared its doctrines to be;(l) Congress had no power over sla/ery in
the states, (2) state legislatures controlled the institution^ within
their limits, and (3) Congress could and should abolish slavery in
(2)
the District of Columbia.
Bitterly opposed everywhere^ the society carried on the v/ork
so effectively that it was no--, long before the South began to become
alarmed. It became necessary to prove that these agitators did not
represent the true feoling of the TTorth in regard to slavery, and
this editors everywhere, TTorth and Sou*,h, endeavored to do. September
20,1.855, there v'as held in Hew York City a meeting of Southern gen-
tlemen which resolved that the South had nothing to fear from the
public opinion of the ITorth.
|i
At this time the chief source of apprehension to the South |j
ii
v/as the uee of the mails by the abolitionists to scatter their "in-
cendiary pamphlets" all ov^er the South. Almost every Southern state
passed laws inflicting the severest penalties for such use. The
opposition gr«w to such an extent that ITorthern postmasters refused
to send out suspected matter. For this reason there arose a bitter
controversy between Tappan and Postmaster Gouveneur of New York City,
The stand taken by the latter was fully approved by Postmaster Gen-
eral Kendall, who said," If a state by a constitutional law decl'are
any specific act to be a crime, hov/ are officers of the United States
I
who may be found guilty of that act to escape the penalties of the
m
state law?" ;'
( 1 ) Nil e s Reg ^LTX , 2 1 . o , ( 3 ) Tb i d .^LVI 1 1 , 't02-Z ,
(2) Ibid.^.LlX',:S8. (4) Ibid.447-8 t5i^>Xbid.^LlX,7-8
i

On the twonty-nlnth of Ji)n«,in3b, tha Charleston Post Of-
fice v/as mobbed and the objectionable matter destroyed. A mass meet-
Inr. V as then held v/hlch ratified the v/ork of the mob, several of the
prominent ministers of the city attending. This action v/as also ap-
(1)
proved by Kendall, Such methods v;ere the only ones that the people
had of prohibiting the use of the mails, as a bil3 for that purpose
was defeated in the Senate by a vote of to 19 in the session of
1035-36,
Though the TJorth v/as v/il3ing to commit illegal acts to aid
the South, it was nttready to make these acts legyJ , as the defeat
of the bil3 proved. Yet public sentiment v/as, on the v/hole, "sound"
,
At a meeting of 5000 in New York City, presided over by the mayor,
August 22,1835, resolutions against the abolitionists and agitation
(2)
we"-© readily passed, On the same day Mr,Otis, of Massachusetts, made
a speech in which he declared the agitation unconstitutional. In
this same month the .Register says, "Packages of anti- slavery pamph-
lets and papers are daily discovered and destrojred at various places.
The members of the society lately subscribed s^lOOPOO to forward theiil!
work," Before the Massachusetts legislature Governor Anderson deliver-
(3)
ed an address in v/hich he deplored agitati(^flj on the fourth of Sep-
tember,, at Albany, Governor marcy presided over a meeting v/hich re-
(4)
solved against it, and at the same time there v/as held a representa-
(5)
tive meeting at TTewark v/hich passed resolutions of the same tenor.
Yet it was apparent that the imperious conduct of the
South v/as producing a change in Northern sentiment, and things began
to look critical 'O Southern eyes. The situation is thus ably summed
(6)
up in an editorial of lilies' Register of October 3,1835;
(1) Schur2,Clay,II,81.
,3, (5) Ibld.-lO.
(2) im9£.gg^-*"».9. (4) Ibid.^8. )6) Ibld.p,

"Meetinp.s of the people ha ve boon held in nearly al ] the
chief cities and towns in the Tlorthern states at which the proceedin^e
of the abolitionists v/ere rejected with p.reatunanimi ty and much zeal^
"But many in the South, though apparently well satisfied at
|
ii
first with the doinp,s at the TTorth, have taken hi^^.her p.round; and
seem to demand the passage of laws of the severest nature against the
abolitionists, under threats of non- inter course and a withdrav/al frorn
the Union These thing? on the part of the South have caused a
|
great reaction in the ITorth^ and thousands of those v;ho felt dispos-
ed- and really were so, to co-operate in putting dov/n the 'abolition-
ists' through the force of public opinion, are halting in their ac-
tion to pre vent that catastrophe v/hich both parties have so a "fully
j
apprehended,"
|
And so the effect of the agitation seemed to be working
evil both TTorth and South. In the state of Virginia in 1G32 there ha(l
been a strong movement toward the abolition of slavery in the state.
Petitions were presented to the legislature, where the movement was
led by Jefferson Randolph, the grandson of Thomas Jefferson, The mat-
ter was postponed entirely for political reasons, and everything
tended toward emancipation. Then came the founding of the Americaji
Ant i- Sla very Society, the scattering of incendiary matter everywhere |,
and the leaders in Virginia no longer dared hope to accomplish their
(1)
projeiti.
This is one striking example of the feeling of the whole
Sou *,h in regard to the agitation.
On the other hand one more indication of northern senti-
ment should suffice, A resolution of the Pennsylvania Legislature
(1) Mr^, Buchanan's AdministratJ.on, Chapter I,
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declared thut v/hi3e the slave-holding, states alone had the rip.ht to
rej^ulate and control domestic slavery v/ithin tlieir limits, Conpjress
had the power, and it was expedient , to abolish slavery a.nd the
(1)
slave trade in the JUstrict of Columbia.
This, then, was the situation at the openinp. of con/^xess
in December of 1335. Abolitionism had been held in disrepute, and had
been attacked as vigorously in the TTorth as in the Sou'h, Bun the
ITorth had not been willing to legalize these attacks, and had refused
to pass he legislation demanded by the imperious South. The people
of the non- slave-holding states had hesitated in the course whose
consequences they now began to see. On the other hand the alarm of
the South was growing more and more intense. Southern sentiment in
the year 1834 is well illustrated by a letter written by John C.Cal-
(2)
houn to Francis V^,Pickens , In it he stated it as his opinion that the
demand for emancipation in the District of Columbia vms only the com-
mencement of the vAork of the immediate emancipation of the whole
South and must be promptly, "met by the entire slave-holding states,
with the determination to resist at any hazard." On the seventh of
February, 1836, during the discudsion which led to the adoption of
the Pinckney Resolutions, he wrote to Vandeventer, " You give a fear-
ful picture of the progress of the Fanaticks v/hich is confirmed from
every quarter we hoar in the Tlorth, I fear a distinct issue between
them and us cannot long be delayed- an issue which, if it does not
rend our political fabrick asunder will shake it to the centre."
Nile s ' Reg
..^
L, 524- 5 ^ ij
(2) Calhoun Letters, Jameison Ed. 327.

These were the conditiond under which, on the sixth of
Januans 1836, Mr, Jar vis, of Maine, introduced into the House of
(1)
Representatives this resolution;
"Resolved That, in the opinion of this House, the sub-
ject of the abolition of slavery in the Qistrict of Columbia ought
not to be entertained by Con^^ress, And be it further resol ved,That
in case any petition prayinp, the abolition of slavery in the Dist-
rict of Columbia be hereafter presented, it id the deliberate opin-
ion of this House that the same ought to be laid upon the table
without being printed or referred,"
Mr.Jarvis said in explanation of his resolution that from
all appearences a large majority of the Representatives, both from
slaveholding and from non-slaveholding states^ were averse to any
action on this subject. His constituents, at least, considered the
question as belonj-ing exclusively to the South,
Mr, Adams moved to table, and Mr, Glascock called for the
yeas and nays. The vote resulted; yeas 66, nays 123,
Mr.V/is* then moved to amend the resolution by striking
out all after Resolved, and inserting;
"That there is no power of legislation granted by the
Constitution to the Congress of the United States to abolish slavery
in the District of Columbia, and that any attempt to legislate upon
the subject of slavery will be not only unauthorized, but diinger-
ous to the union of the states,"
Mr,V,''ise explained that the resolutions were not strong
enough, therefore not satisfactory to the South, He had moved the
(l)Cong^Slobe^XXIV Cong,,l session, 1835-6 , Vol, 111,73 ff.
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amendmant to bring the matter squarely before the House,
Mr,Glascock then moved as an amendnent to the amendment
of Mr .Wise;
"Resolved, That any attempt to agitate the question of
slavery in this House, is calculated to disturb the compromise of
the Constitution, to endanger the Union, and, if persisted in, to
destroy, by a servile war, the peace and prosperity of the country.
This was accepted by Mr,Wise as a modification of his
amendment
,
Mr, Glascock said that he approved of the resolution of
Mr.Jarvis as far as it v/ent, but it did not go far enough. He v/ant
ed to know the t'-ue sentiments of the North, If they were as he ex
pected, all would be well, if not the South would never be tran-
quillized. He did not expect a declaration that congressional in-
terference with slavery in the District would be constitutional,
but the South had a right to expect the North to support his res-
olution.
The difference between these three :"9solutions is eas-
ily seen. That of Mr.Jarvis, representing the view af the compro-
mise men of the North, was a practical measure treating the ques-
tion a-s one of expediency, and designed to get rid of it as soon
as possible. On the other hand Mr.v/ise and Mr.Glascock were con-
tending, for the principle. They wanted to see how far the North
was willing to sustain them in their struggle against the aboli-
tionists. Mr .Wise wished a declaration that Congress had no power
over slavery in the Distri jt .Mr.Glascock v/as for a more sweeping
condemnation of discussion in the House than the resolution of
Mr.Jarvis
.
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The m-itter was then postponed by a call for the orders
(1)
of the f^'ay a^^.d not ap.ain taken up until a week later. At this time
Mr,All en, of Kentucky, moved to lay it on the table. Yeas and nays
were again ordered, and the motion defeated by avote of 50 to 5G.
It was then postponed until the nineteenth.
In the meantime, on the eighteenth, petitions praying for
the abolition of slavery and the slave trade in the District of
Columbia were presented by Mr.Slade, Mr.Russel, and others. On all
of these petitions Mr.Hammond, of South Carolina, demanded the ques-
tion of reception, which v/as upon each case laid upon the table.
(2)
On the next day the resolution of Mr.Jarvis, amended by
Mr .Wise and Mr. Glascock, came up as the order of the day,
Mr.Peyton, of Tennessee, said that the mere declaration
of inexpltedency would never satisfy the people of the South, Th^
demanded that the question of the power of congress over slavery
in the District be settled' Anything less than the amendment of Mr,
*
'
'
I
V/ise -.vas shirking the subject.
j
Mr.iBaldwin, of Virginia, however, did not think the ques-
tion of constitutionality to be of much importance. There was fanat-
icism both North and South and arguments were fairly useless. The
discussion was then cut short by adjournment.
(3)
On the next day there .-.'as some debate, Mr .Pickens, of
South Carolina, filling most of the period before time for orders
oiB the day, which were taken up by a vote of 106 to 105, the Speaker
deciding,
(4)
On the day following, Mr .Pickens continued, going at length
(1) Cong .Globe, XXIV COng., 1 session, 1835-6. Vol. Ill,100.
(2) TFrd".,12n37 (3) Ibid. ^125. (4) Ibid., 127.
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into a discussion of the attack of Dr.Channinr, upon slavery, and
replying to his ar-'uments. He ended, however, by declaring that he
wanted a vote upon the constitutional question to erect a barrier
against the work of similar fatiatics,
Mr,Hoar, of Massachusetts, then spoke in regard to the
question of constitutionality raised by the South, He said that
the north had no d"sire to interfere with slavery in the Southern
states, and that the question of territorial slavery v/as not then
before the House, which should not concern itself with the remote,
probable consequences of its action. But the Constitution did give
to Congress the right to legislate upon the subject of slavery, as
upon all other subjects, in connection with the District of Colum-
bia, The language was "clear, intelligible, and unambigous" , If any
limitation had been placed by the states which ceded the District
upon the powers of Congress over it, it would have been expressed
in distinct and positive terms, and not left to implication.
Discussion was again stopped by adjournment.
On the twenty- fifth of January another discussion was al-
most precipitated by Mr,Adams, who presented several petitions for
abolition in the District, A point of order vms raised, but the
Chair decided in his favor and vms sustained by the House on appeal,
Mr,Adams moved the reference of one 'of these petitions to a select
committee, saying that he did so because it came from ladies of his
constitutocy. He also wanted a report that would satisfy the pe-
titioners tliat their prayer ought not be granted. He thought this
to be the best way to get rid of the subject in Congress* A select
committee v/ould be more likely to give a satisfactory report than
(1) Con^j__Gl^be^^XXIV Cong,jl session, 1835-6, vol , III ,136-7 , !
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.
the Corainitteo on t}ie District because 'f the composition of the lat-
ter. Such a report would leave tlie ri^-. t of petition unippaieed yet
satisfy the petitioners.
The preliminary question on these petitions was laid upon
the table.
Mr .Adams then presented more of them, stating that they
were probably sent !.o him because of his declaration that he would
present all such to the House, In regard to the language of the pe-
titions, to which objection had been made, he replied that it would
be difficult to use language which the advocates of slavery v/ould
deem respectful.
Again the preliminary question was laid upon the table.
(1)
On February first there arose a discussion v;hich v/as pro-
voked by petitions presented by Mr,Gushing, of Massachusetts, Mr,
Hammond said that it was not his intention to argue against the
right of people to assemble and petition Congress, But there were
three courses open to the House on presentation; it could receive,
could refer and report, or could lay the petition upon the table.
Neither of these methods v/ould infringe upon the sacred right of
petition. He called upon the House to refuse to receive these be-
cause they asked Congress to dp what would be unconstitutional. It
would be taking from the slave-holders property which the consti-
tution guaranteed to them. These petitions were not only dangerous
to the interests of the people he represented, but dangerous to all
the interests of the Confederacy, The number of abolitionists in
the North was shown by the fact that on the only day of this session
^^^ ^0^^^,' globe,, XXIV Cong, 1 session, 1335-6, Vol, III, 157.
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on which potitlons had heim re:;eived there were presented 58 of thdm,
signed by six or eight thousiind people. In the North there were 350
societies, all sprung into existenco since 1835,
Congress had no right to legislate on slavery, und if ever
the government dared to take up the subject and act upon it civil
war would follow. The slaves were contented and h.M.ppy, the tales of
the separation of husband, wife, and family were false, and emanci-
pation would be followed by disastrous consequences. The people of
the Sou ',h were united to a man on the subject of abolition and were
prepared to roll back the tide of attack. All that they wished now
was that the subject be kept outside the halls of Congress,
The motion not to receive was tabled.
This last discussion had taken place on the first day of
(1)
February. Three days later Mr.Pinckney, of South Carolina, asked
the unanimous consent of the House to the introduction of a resolu-
tion relative to the subject of abolition in the District, His ob-
ject was to have the resolution printed, and when the pending reso-
lutions on the subject were taken up he should offer his proposition
in lieu of them. His resolution was;
"Resolved That all t?ie memorials which have been offered,
or may hereafter be presented to this House, praying for the aboli-
tion' of slavery in the District of Columbia, and also the reso-
lutions offered by an honorable member from Maine, v/ith the amend-
ment thereto, proposed by an honorable member from Virginia, and
every other paper or proposition that may be submitted in relation
to that subject, be referred to a select committee, with instruc-
(1) Cong. Globe^ XXIV Cong.^1 session, 1835-6. Vol. 1X1,165.
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tlor.s to report that Conj^ress possesses no concti tu tional author-
ity to Interfere in any way v/ith the institution of slavery in any
of the states of this Confederacy; and tliat, in the opinion of this
House, Conp.ress ought not to interfere in any v/ay with slavery in
the District of Columbia, because it wou]d be a violation of the
public faith, unwise, unpolitic, and dangerous to the Union; assign-
ing such reasons for these conclusions as in the judgement of the
conmittoo may be best calculated to enlighten the public mind, to
repress agitation, to allay excitement, to sustain and preserve the
just rights of the slave-holding states, and of the people of this
District, and to reestablish harmony and tranquillity amongst the
various sections of the Union,"
Since the resolution did not contain a deni^il of the pow-
er of Congress over slavery in the District Mr.v/ise objected. Mr,
Pinckney then moved to suspend the rules, but the motion was lodt
from lack of a two thirds affirmative vote, the vote being 124 to 75,
(1)
Again, on the eighth of February, Mr .Pinckney moved to
suspend the rules, and the motion v/as this time adopted by a vote
of 135 to 65. Mr .Pinckney then spoke in support of his resolution.
He had offered it in the firm conviction that its adoption v/as the
wisest course to be pursued. He had done it for the good of his con-
stituents, the wellfare of his state, the interests of the South,
and the safety and preservation of the Union, He vA'anted a direct
vote and practical results. He hud three objects in mind; to ar-
rest discussion of the subject of slavery, to bring the v/hole matter
to a practical result satisfactory to both ITorth and south and
(1) Cong.Globe, XXIV Cong. 1 session, 1835-6, Vol. 111^170,
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calculate'! to harmonize the Union, and vo put doim fanaticism.
After brief debate the previous question was ordered and
the resolution adopted by sections. The first division, providing; !
for reference of the r.emorials to a committee, carried by a vote of
|
114 to 48, Adams favoring, V/ise opposin/5. The second division, con- j'
taining the declaration of principle that Congress could not inter-
|
fere with slavery in the states, carried 201 to 7, Adams opposing.' ; I
ii
The third part, that Congress ou^^ht not interfere v/ith slavery in
the District, carried, 163 to 4 7, Adams opposing. The fourth sec-
tion, that interference would be a violation of the public fait^etc.J
127 to 76, and the remainder, providing that the committee give
|j
reasons for the conclusions, 168 to 6, Adams favoring, Mr.V/ise re-
fused to vote on the last three divisions,
(1)
A week later, and before the committee had made its re-
port, Mr.V/ise demanded the question of reception on a petition pre-
sented by Mr.Briggs, of Massachusetts. He declared that the ques-
tion of abolition was not, and could not be sett3ed by evasive
measures. The Northern people were the ones who had brought it on,
and were nov/ carrying on the agitation. The people of the South had
deprecated this agitation in Congress and elsewhere, but still the
petitions were received, referred, and legislated upon, and it was
time for the Sou'h to act.
A question of order was here raised in regard to Mr.Wise's
language, and before it was settled the House adjourned,
(2)
Again, on the twenty- third of February ,Mr .Adams presented
a petition and moved its fefevence ^o a select committee. Mr.Shep-
(1) Cong-.Crlobe ,XXIV Cong.. 1 session, 183r.-6, Vol. Ill,186,
(2) Tb-icr.;-2o'27'
'
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hard, of North Carolina, objected to its reception, hut the prelim-
inary question vms tabled 120 to 86, This petition and the one from,
Mr.Brip.ns objected to by Mr,Wise were then referred to the select
committee, '
After this the petidiions were usually referred to the com-
mittee without question, but there were occasional exceptions. Thus,
on the last of pebruca'y» appeal v/as taken from the decision of
the Chair that resolutions presented by Mr.Patton, of Virginia,
should be rel'erred to the committee, but the decision v/as su stained li
by the House, Again, next day, Mr.Y/ise moved that the committee be
instructed to submit this resolution;
I
"Resolved That Congress has no constitutional power to
abolish slavery in the District of Columbia, or in the Territories I'
of the United States."
The Chair decided this to be out of order and was sustain-
ed by the House on appeal, '
There was no further debate before the report of the se-
(2)
lect committee, which was made, by Mr .Pinckney, May 18, 1856, The re- ||
port went into the subject in an exhaustive manner, its reading
consuming an hour and a half. It closed with these resolutions;
|j
"Resolved That Congress ought not to interfere in any way
with slavery in the District of Columbia, And Y/hereas it is extreme-
ly important and desirable that the agitation of this subject shoultj
be finally arrested for the purpose of restoring t anquillity to the
public mind, your committee respectfully recommend the adoption of
I
1) Conpr. Globe . XXIV Cong«,L session, 1835-6, Vol, 111,215,
2) Ibid,^169, '
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the following. rG;-oliition,
1
Rosolved That all petitions, memoriulG, resolutions, prop-
ositions, or papers, relating, in any v/ay, or to any extent what-
soever, to tlie subject of slavery, shall, v/ithout beinp, either
printed or referred, be laid upon the table, and that no further
action shall be had thereon."
j|
Mr.Plnckney hafl been instructed to move that 5000 extra
copies of the report be printed.
The opposition v/as led by Mr.Y/ise. He saw everything in
the report to a- ouse feelings against it, even more than against
the petitions themselves. If Southern gentlemen adopted this report
|
to sustain their principles they v/ould be greatly mistaken.lt was
neither a defense of southern interests nor qjci expression of South-
em feeling.
Mr .Thompson, of South Carolina, spoke in the same strain.
Mr.HoTward, of Maryland, was for printing the report in ori<er to let '
people see it. He did not think that it surrendered the question
of constitutional power. Mr.Patton also was for printing to see
what the committee had done, though he did not concur in the report]
Mr .Robertson ,of Virginia, was in fiavor of recommitting v/ith ins-
tructions to the committee to report that Congress did not possess
the constitutional power to abolish- slavery in the District or in
the Territories,
The debate Was soon closed by the arrival of the end of
the hour.
j
Mr.Bynum, of ITorth Carolina, said the opposition to the
report v>^as just what he had anticipated., but he v.'as surprised that
it was directed against the motion to print. He was not prepared to
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sanction all that was in it, but was willinf^ to consider it, ft did
not, however, siirrennor anything to the abolitionists. He was aware
that it would not satisfy some p,entlemen from the South, but was of
the opinion that nothing; else v/ould satisfy thoso nentlenen any way.
Mr.Pinckney said that he had examined all the memorials
carefully; the whole number presented duping this session was 176,
coming from 10 states which embraced an aggregate population of
nearly 8.000.000. The entire number of signatures was 34,000, and of
these over two fifths v/ere females. He thought that the people
ought to know these facts in order to see the immense disproportion
of this number to the whole population. The sentimBnt of the non-
slave-holding states had never been h-althier than it was at this
time. The people were alive to the dangers of the question, and were
generously fighting the battle of the South. He himself had al ays
deprecated agite.tion in Congress., and hoped that the matter would
soon be disposed of.
He v/as in favor of the amendment of Mr,Robert son, as his
viev/ had always been that congress had no constitutional author-
ity to abolish slavery in the District. This report did not yield
the question of constitutional power. But a resolution denying such
powf?r would be rejected, and on the question of reception of peti-
tions the South would be beaten here as it already had been in the
Senate, That was v/hy he had avoided pressing the question at this
time.
. Furthermore the South itself was divided upon this question,
as the vote in the Senate had shovm. The House should not be forced
to take ground against the South and favorable to the fanatics.
Everything ras now going as she should wish, and the abstract ques-
tion ought not to be urged. His only object v;as to get the document
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printed, and if lie had misrepresented the South it v/ould ooon be
proved.
I
i
The usual number as ordered printed.
The resolutions v/ere then taken up on the tv/--nty- fourth of
(1) '
May • Mr .Robertson went at length into the viev/s cf the North upon the
subject of constitutional power, takin/> up the whole of the hour
devoted to the report,
(2)
IText day, after brief debate, Mr .Robertson* s amendment
was 2ut off by a call for the previous question, and the first part I
of the resolution, deci'aa'inB that Congress had no power over slavery
in the states, carried, 182 to 9, those opposed being Adams, Clark,
Denny, and Potts, of Pennsylvania, Everett, Slade, and Janes, of Ver-
mont, and Jackson and Phillips, of Massachusetts, Glascock, Robert-
j
son, Pickens, Thompson, and Wise refused to vote.
The hour for orders c-f the day then arrived.
(3)
IText day the second part of the resolution, declaring
that Congress ought not to inter fet'e with slavery in the District,
carried, 1.32 to 45, and the remainder, the gag, 117 to 68. Mr.V/ise
I
refueed to vote on any of the sections. The opposition to the second
section was as follows; Massachusetts 11, Pennsylvania 10, Hew York
7, Ohio 6, Vermont 5, Indiana 3, Maine l,llev/- Jersey 1, and Rhode is-
land 1, On the other hand, the northern votes cast in favor were;
Hew York 27, Pennsylvania 14, New Hampshire^, Indiana 2, Illinois 3,
Ohio 10, Nev/ Jersey 3, Maine 3, Connecticut 5, and Rhode Island Ij
a total of 72,
(1) Cong. Globe XX IV Cong.^l session, 18o5-6 , Vol, III, 494-5.
(2) Ibid,, 498-9,
(3) Ibid., 505,
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On the "Gag" the voto was 117 to 68, imd t?ie opT'Osition
distributed as follows; Pennsylvania 13, Ohio 11, Massachusetts 11,
Nev/ York 9, Vermont 5, Virp,inia 4, Indiana 3, llevr Jersey 3, Rhode
Island 2, Connecticut 2, Geor/^ia 2, Maryland 1, Maine 1, South Car-
olina 1, These Southern votes included Pat ton, Robertson, Glascock,
and Pickens, who opposed the resolution because H did not include
a de^iial of the constitutional power of Con^iress to interfere with
slavery in the District, On the other hand, 57 northern Representa-
tives, from eight states, voted in favor of the resolution. There
were from ITev; York 27, from Pennsylvania 10, from Ohio 7, from:iev/
Hampshire 4, from Indiana2, from Illinois 3, from Hew Jersey 1, and
(1)
from Connecticut 3,
The resolution in the miain confined itself to the ques-
tion of expediency, avoiding mention of right. Agitation in cong-
ress vras to be suppressed because it was undesirable; Congress ought
not interfere with slavery in the District because it would be a
breach of public faithi The petitions were to be received and tabled.
iTot unless the assumption v/as that the right included reference
cou]d it be claimed .-that the resolution was incompatible with it.
This resolution had the effect of cutting off further
debate In Congress during this session, but it is not to be supposed
that it could materially affect the agitation carried on in the
nation at large. The abolitionists continued their activities, there
was the same anxiety at the South, the same repudiation of these
activities at the ITorth, Let two illustrations suffice to show that
in the greater part of the ITorth jpub] ic sentiment was still what
(1) For vote on the resolution by states see Apx,
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the South v/ould call "sound". On the eighteenth of July In the city
of Clncinatti there was a mob attack made upon the printin^^ orfico
of James O.Birney, who was conducting an abolitionist paper there,.
A meeting vms then held at which recolutions demanding that the pap-
er be supressed were passed and transmitted to the abolition com-
mittee in the city. On the twenty-ninth the committee definitely re-
fused to comply. Those who had until now been the leaders in the
movement advised that there be no violence, but their words were no
longer heeded. On the next day the printing office was again at-
taclced, the presses demolished, and the establishment completely
(1)
wrecked. Bimey himsalf saved his life only by fleeing from the city.
Another outbreak of the anti-abolitionist feeling, which
was especially strong in the border states, led to the so-called
"Martyrdom of Love joy" at Alton, Illinois, in 1837 .Previous to that
year Mr.Lovejoy had attempted to conduct an abolitionist paper in
St.Louis, but without success. He then removed to Al'on and had
presses transported there. The people assembled and threv/ them into
the river. On the next day there v-as held a meeting at which Mr,
lovejoy spoke, pledging himself, as the people understood, that he
would refrain from touching the subject of abolition, .and with this
understanding he ^s.s allov/ed to establish his paper without oppo-
sition. For sometime it was conducted merely as a religous journal,
but gradually it began to preach the doctrines of abolition, grow-
ing more and more bitter against the opponents of those doctrines,
among whom were the majority of the inhabitants of Alton. The re-
sult was that a mob again assembled, and again his presses went into
the river.
(1) ITiles Reg
.,
^^97-8,
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A few of the more violent of the abolitionist t; decif'ed
that the paper should be reestablishes, and a convention prepar-atory
to this action was held in Upper Alton, bep:inninp. October :iG,1837,
An address v/as delivered by Mr.Beecher, president of Illinois Coll-
ege, an abolition society formed, and the abolitionists armed them-||
selves for the strup.gle which all parties now confidently expected.
Already the mob had met boats suspected of having the presses on
board. They arrived a few days later and v/etB conveyed by the armed
band to a stone warehouse v/here the abolitionists assembled to pro-!
tect them. That night the place v/as attacked by the mob, and a fat-|
al encounter follovred. Two men, one of them beinpJJ^Ir .Love joy , were
|
killed, and another wounded. At the death of their leader the abo- '
litionists surrendered their presses, seeing that a refusal would
almost certainly mean their own destructioti. These presses were then
thrown into the Mississippi, and the mob dispersed. The leaders in [I
^1)
the affair v/ere afterwards indicted but all acquitted.
Early in the session of congress which began in December
1836, on the nineteenth, Mr .Davis, of Indiana, introduced into the
(2)
House this resolution, v/hich v;as laid upon the table v/ithout debate;
"Rf-solved that all petitions, memorials, remonstrances, or
other papers, which may be offered during the present session, in
anjt manner relating to the abolition of slavery or the slave trade,
in the District of Columbia, or any of the Territories, shall, on
presentation, be laid upon the table, without reading, without being
ordered to be printed, and v/ithout debate,"
The first abolition petitions of the session were pre-
(3)
sented on the twenty- sixth, by Mr.A^iaras, who moved their reference
ij
(1) Ford- History of Illinois, 234-245, ... .1
(2) Cong^.aIo!)e^}griT^Cong ."^P. session, 18:36-7.Vol. IV, 32. (3) It)id.pl-2.
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to the Cornmltt.ee on the Dictrlc t of Columbia,Mr .Pickens ae-ced for
a decision of the Chair in ref,ard to the resolution adopted last
session, and, it beir.g the Chair*s opinion that the resolution ex-
pired v/ith the session, objected to the refe ence, Mr .Parks, of
Maine, moved to table the question, which was done, 116 to 36,
Mr. Davis then moved to suspend t) e rules to enable him
j,
to offer his resolution, but the motion faile'i.
(1)
Two \7eeks later Mr. Adams presented a petition praying for
^
abolition in the District, the reception of which was objected to by
il
Mr,Glascock, Hr .Adams hoped that the petition wou.^fl be treated with ^
respect and received, Mr, Glascock replied that he did not object to
the petitioners but to their prayer. The memorial should not be in- i
troduced v/hen no possible good could result and much evil vms appre-
hended. He objected merely to have an opportunity to record upon the
journals the votes of those opposed to the reception of these peti-
tions, I'
A motion to table the question carried by a vote of 130
to 60,
I
Mr,Adams then presented another petition, v/hich the House ^
voted to receive, 137 to 75. The petition v/as, however, tabled by
a vote of 151 to 50, The reception of still another was objected toj
when the House adjourned. The vote merely shows that while the mem-
bers were ready to table the petitions as a matter of expedien]?y,
they were not yet ready to deny them reception.
||
On the next day Mr,Davis a,;ain moved to suspend the rules
j
to offer his resolution, but the attempt again failed. Other peti-
(1) Cong,f?lobe
. XXIV Cong, ^2 session, 1336-7, Vol. TV, 79,
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tions being presented from day to day the House follov/ed the prac-
tice of 'ayinf, the question upojji the tablewith practically no debate.
On the eighteenth of January Mr.Hav/es, of Kentucky, pre-
sented a resolution providing that memorials etc. relating; in any v/ay
to alavery, or to the abolition of slavery, be tabled without fur-
ther action. This resolution was carried with but very little de- '
bate by a vote of 129 to 69, The opposition was as follo\7s; Mass-
achusetts 11, Vermont 5, Maine 2, Ohio 8, Virginia 9, Pennsylvania 11,
South Carolina 5, New Jersey 3, iJev/ York 7, !lorth C;.rolina 3, Conn-
ecticut 2, Alabama , Inditma 1, Delawiiro 1, and Rhode Island 1,18 bei*
ing from the South, At the scune time 7] Northern votes were cast in
favor of the resolution viz; TIev/ York 28, Hev/ Hampnhire 5, Penn-
sylvania 10, Indiana 4, Ohio 12, Illinois 3, Maine 5, Hew Jersey 3,
and Connecticut 1, Its provisions and effect were about the same as
the Pinclmey Resolution.
(1)
On the twenty-third and again on the thirtieth of January
Mr .Adams appfjaled from the decisioii of the Chair in regard to
whether his petitions came under the provisions of the resolution.
Sach time, however, the Chair was sustained by the pjouse.
But this resolution was by no means so successful in keep-
ing agitation from the House as its predecessor had tieen, and under
it there was to occur the most heated discussion the House had yet
(2)
experienced. On the sixth of February, after presenting several antl-
^lavery petitions, Mr .Adams said thatbhe had in his possession a
paper upon which he wished a decision of the Chair. It came from 20
(1) Cong.Globe, XXIV Gong.^2 session, 1836-7.Vol. IV, 118- 19
.
(2)
Tbid.
164 ff.
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persons declarlnj-; themselves to be slaves, and he wished to know if
the Speaker would consider the prayer as coming under the rule of
the House,
j:
The Speaker could not tell without knov/ing its contents, so
j
Adams offered to send it to the Chair .Lav/ler objected, Haynes mo ed
that it be not received and then withdrew his motion. By this time
the whole House was aroused and in intense excitement. In the confu-
sion a:^.d uproar Mr. Thompson manaj^ed to secure the floor to offer
this resolution;
"Resolved That the Honorable John Quincy Adams, by the at-
tempt just made by him tr, introduce a petition, purporting on its
face to be from slaves, has been guilty of a gross disrespect to this
House, and that he instantly be brought to the bar to receive the
,
severe censure of the Speaker,"
j
A substitute by Mr. Lewis, accepted by Mr,Thompson, brought I
from Mr,Adams the explanation that he had not attempted to present
the petition. He had merely asked the Speaker whether it vras includ-
ed v;ithin the general order of the House. Ilor was it a petition for
abolition, but for the very i*everse of abolition, "
After some furtharr debate Mr,Thompson submitted this mod-
ification;
"Resolved that the Honorable John Quincy Adams by an effort
to present a petition from slaves has committed a gross contempt 6ff
this House,
Resolved That the member from Massachusetts above named, by
creating the impression, and leaving the HO^^se under such impression,!
that said petition was for the abolition of slavery, when he knew
it was not, has trifled with the House,
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Resolved That the Honorable John Quincy Adams receive the
censure of this H'^use for his conduct referred to in the preceding,
resolutions.
Debate was then continued until adjournment by Messrs Pick-
ens, Lewis, Glascock, Pinclcney, T/'ise, and others.
Mr.PlncJmey thought that now, more than ever, no South-
ern delegate should have said a word. The decision of the question
should have been left to the rep^'esentati vgs of the non- slaveholding
states. The petition was probably only a hoax, but Mr.Adams* conduct
was reprehensible and deserving of censure. If the petition was gen-
uine it v/as an indignity to the House to have offered to pre entit;
if it was a hoax it was adding insult to injury, first by producing
a scene of unparalleled excitement in the House, and then by turn-
ing it into ridicule. It was an in/;eniou5 device of the gentleman to
manifest his contempt for the order of the House.
But Mr.Pinckney had arisen to refute allegations which
had been brought against that order. A gentleman from ITew York (Mr.
Granger) had attributed to it this excitement and confusion. The
object of his (Mr .Pinckney • s_) resolution had been ':o allay excite-
ment, to repress fanaticism, to restore harmony, and to strengthen
the Union. That object had been attained to the satisfaction of both
North iiUd South. Abolition meetings were fewer, and northern leg-
islatures had assiste^i in repressing them. The spirit of the people
every\7here v/as against abolition. There v/ere decidedly fewer peti-
tions this session, and with but two or three exceptions all signed
by women and children.
The resolution v/as in no ^yay responsib2e for the intro-
duction of this slave petition. It v/as supposed to meet only peti-
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tions v;hich could be rep,ularly Guhmitliecl to aiid recoivod by Conr,-
ress. That petition did not and never would come within the order
of the House.
If the question of reception was the true i^j£i>^> as the
Southern extremists ur ed, then the battle had been foup,ht and won !
by abolitionists in both Senate and House. As soon as the Chair had [
decided his re ojution to have expired with t?io ses'.;ion which had ^
adopted it, and the question of reception had been decided, the pe- ji
tit ions had begun to pour in af'.ain. Such were the results of the
i!
true issue . !'
His resolution had been adopted by an o venvhelming major-
ity not only of the House, but also of the Rf^presentatives from the
slave states, so if all who voted for it were disloyal to the South,;
I'
as had been charged, she might indeed be considered as having sur-
rendered to the enemy,
I
Mr .Adams, on the next day, after having summarized his ac-|
tions, proceeded in reply to the arguments directed against them.
Although he v;-ouId always use discretion in presenting petitions to
the House, the mere circumstance of one*s being from slaves \yould
not prevent him from presenting it; and if he should have Incurred
|j
the censure of the House for so doing he was ready to receive it.
A petition was a prayer, a supplication to a superior being, and it
ought not be denied to the lov,'est of beings. He had not, however,
presented this petition, and was yet waiting for the Speaker's de-
cision regarding it» That decision he had asked from the respect
he alv.'ays paid to the ru^es of the H*^us9.
I
Mr.Dromgoole, of Virginia, then p-esented a modification I
v'hich -as accepted by Hr .Thompson;
i
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"Resolved That the Honorable John Quincy Adams, a memher of
this House, by stating in his place that he had in his possesGion
a paper purporting to be a petition from slaves, and inquiring if
it came within the raeaining of a resolution heretofore adopted, ( as
preliminary to its presentation) has f^,ivon color to the idea that
slaves have the right of petition, and of his readiness to be their
•
I'
organ; and that for the same he deserves the censure of this House.'
Resolved That the aforesaid John Quincy Adams receive a
censure from the Speaker in the presence of the House of Rep 'esenta-
tives,"
Mr,Lincoln, of Massachusetts, then spoke in defense of Mr,
Adams, He "enied that the latter had committed any offense. His
language was confined to an inquiry in v.rhich no doctrine was de-
nied, and the rights of slave ov/ners in no respect involved. There
was no intention of infringing upon the rules of the House. After
refutation of the persoT\al charges against Mr, Adams, I^Ir.Lincoln de-'!
clared that the petitions presented by northerners were not of the
offensive character attributed to them by the Southern Representa-
tives, They were appropriate to the object they aimed to accomplish,
and had they be^^n given the respectful attention they deserved theri
would have been fewer of them. The signers would be the last peo-
ple on earth to excite violence, but weiB acting under honest con-
victions of duty. He differed i th them as to policy but respected
their motives,
Mr,Robert son said that he could not vote for Mr.Drom-
goole*s resolution. He could not obey the summons of the Southern
members without overleaping the barriers of the constitution and
j;
violating that liberty of speech guaranteed to every member of Cong-

ress. Censure was a heavy punishment, and the f.rounds were insuf-
ficient. He condemned the conduct of Mr, Adams, he did not hold him
f;uiltless of enlarging upon the irritating topic of abolition, he
did not bBlieve that Mr,Adams had convinced any one of he propri-
ety of his course. Yet it did not follow that what he had done could
be made the ground of a penal proceeding. |i
i
Mr .Adams had cleared himself of any supposed contempt,How
could he be censured for making an inquiry which the Speaker himself
had thought too doubtful to answer and had referred to the House? The
idea of censuring him for giving color to an idea that slaves m.ay pe-
tion was equally absurd. "No member can be challenged here or else-
where for the assertion of any principle or sentiment, however pre-
posterous, unconstitutional, or monstrous, so long as he keeps
v/ithin the limits prescribed By rules for the preservation of order."
The right of petition itself had limits, and ought to be
restricted to constitutional objects, of \7hich abolition was not one.
That was why he had voted against tlie resolution of January eight-
eenth. He was not willing to give abolition memorials admission,
northern men had but a faint conception of the danger of these as-
saults upon the South, These efforts were endangering the Union,
and for this reason he v/ould "never give entrance to any petition
that should bring the institutions of the Snuth into question '.be-
fore a tribunal having no power to Judge them,"
H
Soon after this speech Mr,Patton introduced these res-
olutions in an atte^ipt to settle the affair;
"Resolved That the right of petition does not belong to
slaves of this Union; that no petition from them can be presented
to this House without derogating from the rights of the slave-hold-
ing states, and endenf'>ering the integrity of the Union^ "
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Resolved That every member who s}iall hereafter pre cent
any such petition to this House ought to be considered as regard-
less of the fellings of this House, the rights of the South, and an
enemy to the Union,
Resolved That the Honorable John Quincy Adams having sol- ji
emnly disclaimed a design of doing any thing disrespectful to the
House in the inqiiiry he made of the speaker as to the right of pe-
,
tition purporting to be from slaves, and having avowed his inten-
tion not to offer to present this petition, if the House "Tas of the
opinion that it ought not to be presented- therefore all further
proceedings as to his conduct now cease,"
The introduction of these resolutions v/as immediately
followed by adjournment,
Mr.Thompson, on the seventh, said that he had introduced
his resolution of the day before from a sense of duty, and it was
not his fault that that resolution was now being deserted, " Gentle-
men who yesterday reproved my flagging zeal and urged a resolution,
for the expulsion of the gentleman from Massachusetts to-day find
my resolution too strong by half," He v/anted a declaration that
Mr,Adams* attempt was " unauthorized by the constitution, a dis-
respect to the House, and a violation of the rights and feelings
of a portion of its members." Slaves had no right to petition; they|
were property and not persons under the Constitution, There was no
i
use to argue that point, i
Abolition in the District -as a first decisive step to
abolition in the states. The abolitionists were exciting slaves to
,
(1) Appx, to Cong. Globe Vol. IV, 2 63.
1

.^4.
revolt from a condition which vas a blessing to them, TTov/here v/us
the African " f.o elevated in the r.cale of being or in the enjoy-
ment of so much comfort, so virtuous, enlightened, or happy as those
who are slaves in tliis country. Slavery v/as essential to the main-
tenance of liberty. He then went at length into the devotion (t5f the
South to the goverment and the cause during the Revolution in con-
trast with llevi England, and into the responsibility of the ITorth
for Sou ' hern slavery, ;i
(1)
On the ninth of February BIr,Adams began his defense. The
only question really before the House v/as the one he had asked of
the Speaker, and that question he ras anxious to heve settled. The
House had been occupied for four days by the attemnts of gentlemen
|1
to censure him for v/hat he did not try to do. He did not present
the paper. He wanted it submitted, but did not dream that it would
ar-use the discussion that had resulted. Only one man had tried to
advance an argurent against the reception of petitions from slaves.
The paper that he had came from slaves, V/as it therefore excluded
by the order? There was nothing in the order excluding petitions
from sleives. There v/as not a word in the Constitution excluding
petitions from slaves. The fram^ers of the Constitution v/ould have
repudiated the idea that they were giving to the people the right
of petition. That right God ave to the v/hole human race when He mad^l
them men. If an attempt v/as made to fix a limit to it the founda-
tions v;ere laid for restrictions to any extent that the madness of
party spitlt might carry it. The next question to be discussed
,
would be the character instead of the claims of the petitioners,
then their political faith.
C ong Globe ,.. Appx . to Vol, IV, 260.
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The want of power did rot impair the ri«ht of the petition-
er to pray. The qiiection of pov.er applie" to the authority '.o grant,
not to the ri/^?it to present the petition. The pov/er to nrant was oft-
en much mooted; it -'as in regard to the abolition of slavery in the
District of colur.hia. This arf^ument would exclude alD petitio s of
the minority in Conr.ress.
He then reviewed the resolutions of censure and said that
more attention oufjht to be paid to facts. He made a most vi/^orons
attack upon Mr. Thompson for v;hat that gentleman had said in re/^ard
to grand juries, making it very apparent to him that he was not sup-
ported in his position by any one. He objected to the first resolu-
tion because it did not ans\7er his question, to the second because
it v;as almost a threat, and to the third because it misrepresented
him. He denied that he had trifled v^ith the House; he was never more
serious. But he disclaimed nothing that he had siad or done. ij
In cor.clusion hf. declared that not he but his opponents
had consumed the valuablB time of t'-e nouse, by objectin
.
to the re-
ception cf his petitions, not he but they v/ere responsible for this
discussion, !
Here the controversy ended, and all three resolutions v/ere
rejected by large majorities,
Tv;o days later, after considerable one-sided debate, a
resolution was adopted, by a vote of 162 to 18, declaring that "slaves
do not possess the right of petition secured to the people of the
United States by the Constitution", and the incident was closed,
Within a month from the time of the enactment of these
exciting scenes in the House of Representatives there passed from
pov/er probabljr the most remarkable as well as the most autocratic of
||
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the rulevs of the United Stutec;. Roprecontin/^ as closely as he did
the sentiment of the people, though to a certaiij fler.ree himself the
creator of that sentiment, perhaps we may be able to gather some
sort of an idea of the popular opinion of the nation from the fare-
well address of President Jackson. He declared that there had been
made, and were being made, systematic efforts to so-w seeds of dis-
cord, to base party lines upon f.eographical distinctions, to excite
the South a;-.ainst the ITorth and the ITorth against the South, These
ag.itators vrere deceiving themselves- they were sowing the wind and
wouJd reap tl-e whirlwind, A breach betv.'Gftn sections could never be
repaired, and v/ould only lead to further disintegration and further
discord. To maintain the Union unimpaired the lai-rs must te executed,
and all good citizens must help in the execution, Sach state must
be left to control and reguJate its ovm domestic institutions; the
efforts to cast odium, upon them were contrary to the spirit of the
(1)
Constitution. *
!,
And in the inaugural address of 1 he political companion
and successor of Presideht Jackson, delivered on this same day, March
4, 1837, we read;
!!
"I must go into the Presidential chair the inflexible and
uncompromising opponent of Qvevy attempt on the part of Congress
to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia against the wishes
of the slave-holding states, and also v/ith a determination equally de-
cided to resist the slightest interference with it in the states v/here
(2)
it exists,"
!
He declared that there had been recently many scenes of dan-
gerous excitement, but through it all the people had not swerved from
(1) Mess.& Papers of thf Presidents Vol, II I, 295 ff , (2) Ibid,
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t'^.eir duty and would not.
At the same time af.it at ion v/as still on the increase, and
the anti- slavery societies were steadily growing and enlarp.inp. their
scope. By the tw«-)ntieth of May 1837 there had been o'' '.anlzfid 483 nev/
societies durinp, the year, maki ng a total of 1006, ^37^000 had beon
taken in, and 669^000 publications isr,ued. 70 af.ents were actively
engaged in furthering the cause. According to a 2etter writl;en by
Adams in 1838 the number of pe 1.i tionei's in the session just closed
had been over 100, noo as opposed to 23^000 of the session previous.
And this deluge was increased threefold at the beginning
of the next session. The resolution v.'as again held to have expired
(1)
with the session, and the method of tabling the petitions tliemseZves
or -the question of reception when that v;as raised, vras employed.
There was comparatively no friction r.ntil the twentieth of December,
Y/hen Mr.Slade, of Vermo/it, obtained the floor on a motion to refer
two of these memorials to a select committee. He began by deploring
the injustice precticed toward the presenters of abolition petitions
and expressed his belief that the movements of the opposition had
been preconcerted,
MrWise and Mr. Dawson, of Virginia, denied the charge,
Mr.Slade then moved to refer his petitions to a select com
mittee with instructions to report a bill providing for the aboli-
tion of slavery in the District of Columbia.
Mr.Legare, of South Carolina, seeing the trend of the
speech, warned Mr.Slade to consider well v/hat he '-^as doing before
he ventured further,
(1- Cong, globe, 25 Cong,52 session, 1837-8. Vol. VI, 19 ff.
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Mr.Slacie sontinued, and was reading a paper relative to
slavery when Mr.Wlse interrupted him. He declared that the^ speaker
had beon discussing slavery in the south, slavery in the state of
Virginia, and slavery in his district; he therefore as^ed his collea-
gues to retire wi^h him from the floor. Mr.Ho2sey and Mr .Grantland,
both of Georgia, did the same, and Mr.Rhett, 5f South Carolina, said
that the nelegation from that state had already signed an agreement.
Intense confusion followed. Mr.Slade was declared out of order and
directed by the Speaker to take his seat. A motion to adjourn car-
ried by a vote of 106 to 63, but not before Mr. Campbell, of South
Carolina, had announced a meeting of the Representatives from slave
stc tes to be held immediately.
i
(1)
On the next day Mr .Pat ton, of Virginia, moved a suspen-
sion of the ru2es, which carried 155 to 60, to move this resolution;
"Resolved That all petitions, memorials, and papers, touch-
ing the abolition of slavery, or the buying, selling, or transferr-
ing of slaves in any State, District, or Territory', of the United
States, be laid upon the table, without being debate'!, printe-:-, read,
or referred, and that no further action whatever shall be had thereon."
Mr.Patton then said that he had offered this resolution
in the spirit of p«ace and harmony, making concession to that end.
It was offered in the hope that it mig?it allay, not exasperate ex-
citement; it v/as desired to extinguish, not to kindle a flame in
the country. He therefore moved the previous question, which was
ordered, ir!9 to 62, and the resolution passed, 12?. to 74, i'
This time the resolution v/as supported by every Southern
vote but one, f^rom Virginia, and by 51 northern ones viz; Maine 4,
(10:ong,Globe^25 Cong, ^2 session, 1837-8, Vol, VI, 45 ff.
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TIow Hampshire 4, TTew York 20, Pennsylvania 14, Connecticut P^, Ohio 2,
Indiana 2, and Illinois 3, In provisions it was practically the same
as the two proceeding ones. The concessions, spoken of by Mr.Pat ton,
were probably the omission, of a denial of the power of Congress to
Interfere with slavery in the District, and the implied grant of
reception to petitions praying for what the South considered as un-
constitutional action.
i'
During the presentation of petitions a week later Mr.Adams ji
took occasion to say that he intended to move to rescind the rule,
i
which he denounced as unconstitu tiona2 and oppressive, Bffotts to
i;
rescind were of no avail, however, and there as practically no de-
bate during the remainder of th& session, though the petit ionennum-
bered 300^000.
There v/ere no nev/ develop' ents during the interim in the
nation, so v;hen the Congress of the next year met the si^iuation was |i
practically the same. Accordingly, on the sixth day of the session,
(1)
December 11, 1838, before any abolition petitions had been presented,
,^
Mr.Atherton, of Hew Hampshire, as.-.ed leave to submit these resolutions;
"ResoQved That this Government is a Government of limited
|
powers, and that, by the Constitution of tlio United States, Congress
has no jurisdiction whatever over the institution of slavery in the
several states of the Confederacy.
Resolved That petitions for the abolition of slavery in
the District of Columbia and the Territories of the United States,
and against the removal of slaves from one state to another, are pari
of a plan of operations set on foot to affect the institution of
(1) Cong,Globe,25 Cong.^3 session, 1838-9, Vol. VII, 21,
j
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slavery in the several states, and t^ius indirectly to destroy that
institution within their limits.
Resolved That Congress has no ri/^ht to do indirectly what
it cannot, do directly; and that the ap.itation of the subject of slave-
ry in the District of Colir-bia, or in the Territories, as a means,
and with the viev;, of disturbinp. or ovBrthrowinp, that institution in
t}ie several States, is a^^.ainst the true spirit and meaning, of the
Constitution, an infrinj',ement of the rights of the States affected, and
a breach of the public faith upon which they entered into the Confed-
eracy .
Resolved That the Constitution rests upon the broad princi-
ple of equality among the members of this Confederacy, and that Cong-
ress, in the exercise of its aclcnowledged pov;--'rs, has no right to
discriminate between the institutions of one portion of the States
and another vrith a view Of abolishing the one and promoting the other.
Resolved, therefore. That all attempts on the part of Cong-
ress to abolish slavery in the District of Columbia, or the Territor-
ies, or to prohibit t?ie removal ?f slaves from State to State, or to
discriminate betv/een the institutions of one portion of the Confed-
eracy and another, v/ith the views aforesaid, are in violation of the
Constitution, destructive of the fundamental principle upon which the
Union of these States rests, and beyond the jurisdiction of Congress;
and that every petition, memorial, resolution, proposition, or paper,
touching, or relating in any way, or to any extent whatever, to slave-
ry as aforesaid, shall, on the presentation thereof, without any fur-
ther action thereon, be laid upon trie table, without being debated,
printed, or referred."
A suspension of the r-les -as granted, and Mr.Atherton spoke
in order to "explain the purport of the resolutions", which was.
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speakln^', generally, to check a/'.itution, Mr.Atherton closed by de-
manding; t?ie previous question, which was seconded by a vote of 103
to 102, A motion to adjourn followed but was defeated, and the main
question ordered, 114 to 107, Another adjournment defeated, 113 to
108, and the first resolution was adopted, 190 to 6, The six radi-
calvS opposing were Adams, Bvans, of Maine, Rverett and Slade, of '
Vermont, Potts, of Pennsylvania, and Russell, of New York. Adjourn-
ment followed the vote.
On the next day the resolutions wF^-e divided and carried
by varying votes, the vote on the last half of the last resolution,
the gag, being 126 to 78. Five southern votes opposed its adoption;
Virginia 1, Alabama 1, Mississippi 1, and Tennessee 2, On the other
'I
hand, 55 Northern votes were recorded in its favor viz; Connecti cut 3,
Maine 3, Hew York 21, New Hampvshire 3, Pennsylvania 13, Illinois 3,
Ohio 7, Massachusetts 1, and Michigan 1.
Prom all appearences this resolution was , still more than
!ithose which had preceded it, a party measure. According to Mr .Rives,
of Virginia, it was a test, and received the sanction of the entire
Republican party from the slave-holding states. None of those who
refused to vote upon it v;ere Republicans, and of the Northern votes
(1)
iii favor not one v;as a YTiig,
Again, these resolutions were submitted on the eleventh
of December, 1838, On the fourteenth, or thre^ days later, t?iere ap-
(2)
peared in the Charleston Mercury a similar set. These, the Mer cu ry
said, were adopted at a meeting of the Republican members of congress
held December eighth. They were to have been pre;5ented nn the next
(1) Letter in Niles Reg.,LV, 312,
I
(2) Ibid. ,291,
I
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Monday by Mr ,At?ier ton, but the matter was deferred. It was very much
to he hoped Jhat the adoption would not be put off. It would be a
step oiB firm }7;round for confidence between the lTort?i and tlie South,
" at a time when abolition had just been adopted as one of the lead-
ing features of a great political party," " If they are not carried
it will go far in the South to destroy all confidence in any set of
men who suffer treachery, cowardice, or irresolution, to svay them
from their duty to their country,"
(1)
Two days later Mr .Adams asked for a suspension of the
rules in order to be able to submit this resolution;
" Resolved That the powers of Congress being conferred by
the Constitution of the United States, no resolution of this House
can add to or detract from them."
but the House
refused to suspend, Mr .Wise also asked a suspension to offer a res-
olution declaring that Congress could not abolish slavery in the
District or in the Territories; cou^d not abolisli the slave trade;
could not receive petitions whose prayer it had no power to grant;
or could not impose the condition of abolition on the entrance of
states into the Union; that Congress was the sole judge of the man-
ner in which fugitive slaves were to be apprehended; and that the
citizens of slave-holding states had th<=^ right to pass through or
sojourn temporarily in a non- s laveholding state without their slaves
becoming ipsei factjD free, Mr.V/ise believed these sentiments to be
those of the entire South. The House refused to suspend the rules,
and the same fate v/as met bc^ resolutions of Mr.Slade, and of Mr.
Calhoon, of Kentucky, oji the subject of slavery. Of the refusal to
C ong. Globe ^ 25 Cong. ^3 session, 1838-9. Vol. VII, 31.
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suspend Mr,Adams says, in his diary, that it indicated the rally-
inf, of the v/holo South *:o the Van lUiren stan-iard, the slose adhesion
to it of the ITortfiem and Western serviles, and the total v;ant of
(1)
settled principle in the Northern and \7estern opposition "'higs,
A re\7 days later Mr .Wise objected to the reception of a
petition, and raised the point of ordtor whether Mr .Atherton ' s fifth
(2)
resolution recognized the reception of petitions. If the House de-
cided that it did, he said, then the abolitionists had triumphed, for
if the House could receive it could also refer and report. The Chair-
decided that the question of order could not be raised L^t this time,
and Mr .wise appealed from the decision. Mr .Pickens sustained the ap-
peal, maintaining that these resolutions differed from those pre-
j
!i
ceding in leaving the question of reception in abeyance. Mr. Glascock
and Mr.Craig agreed, but the Chair was sustained, 185 to 6.
(3)
According to the Globe , this incident occured during the
vote;
j!
" Mr .Adams, when his name was caHled, said; I refuse to
answer, considering all the resolutions-
|
The Speaker called Mr .A. to order, '
Mr.Adams, Considering all the resolutions as unconstitutional—
The Speaker again interposed and requested the gentleman
from Massachusetts to take his seat.
.
i
Mr .Adams, A violation of the Constitution of the United
States.
These v/ords were throvm out by Mr.Ai amidst much tumult,
and very loud cries for 'order*, in 'he course of v/hich The Speaker
called upon the House to aid him. Something like silence having beenij
restored, Mr.Thompson desired to knov,r what aid the Sp eaker wished?
and Mr .Adams liavlng in the interim resumed his seat. The Speaker re-ji
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plied-none at all-."
This is but one instanso of the confusion and tumult v/hich
characterized the procGf?dinr,s on such occasions. It is snail wonder
that the Southern members were kept continually at their wits ends
in vain attempts to silence their indomitable opponent,
(4)
A Short time afterward, December 17, Mr.Adams presented a
petition for opening; negotiations v/ith Hayti. Mr .Wise objected to
its reception, and the yeas and nays were ordered, Mr .'vise insisting
that it '.Tas a "part and parcel of abolition", A motion to table -.'as !
defeated, however, and the petition refert-ed to the Committee on
'i
Foreign Affairs, I'
A month later Mr .Adams succeeded in getting his resolu-
tion in regard to the constitutional powers of Congress agreed to,
(6)
Some time after this Mr,Adams asked permission of the House
to state his reasons for the course he had t;iken in p^-esenting abo-
lition petitions. He asked this courtesy because he had received
many letters threatening him with assassination, and wanted his po-
sition understood by the country. He had earnestly advocated the
right of persons to petition for the abolition of slavery in ' he
Distric" of Columbia, but he was not himself ready to grunt their
prayer. On the contrary, if the question were presented now he
should oppose it. Pie had seen no reason to change his opinion, "
though he had r^ad all that had been written and published nn this
subject by the abolitionists themselves. li
There was little done by the House in regard to these pe-
titions during the remainder of the session. February fourth the
(1) Memoirs^ X, 63. (2) Cong.orpbe^25 Cong.2 session, 1838-9. Vol .VII, 32
(3) IbYd'.^33. (4) Ibid. ,39'. "(5) Ibid.^116. (6) Ibid.^30,
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(1)
Speaker's decision was appealed from, but the appeal tabled. On the
twelth Mr .Moore, of Hew York, presented a petition from the Dist-
rict itself asking Con^-ress not to receive petitions for abolition
in the District, On the twnty-f ifth Mr.Adiims moved a resolution
to amend the Constitution in three respects; to abolish hereditery
slavery after 1842, to admit no new slave state, and to abolish
slavery anci the slave trade in i.he District by July 4, 18'i5,
...GHAPTSR-IV.
GROV/TH OP OPPOSITION AlTD DE?i3AT OP THE RESOLUTIOITS*
Public opinion at the TTorth in regard to these questions
was now rapidly changing. In the session of 1835-6 there had been
presented 176 petitions with 34 ^000 signatures, in the next session
the number of signatures had risen to 110 ^000, and in 1837-8 it vms
300^000. In 1336 the legislature of Massachusetts had passed reso-
lutions condemning the Anti-S.avery Society. A year later this same
legislature passed resolutions against the gags, and in favor of
the abolition of slavery in the District, The Vermont legislature
(4)
did the same. Only in the V'est was there a strong sentiment favor-
able to the action of the South manifest. In 1838 the Y/hig conven-
tion of Ohio censured ^Morris for offering his anti- slavery reso-
lutions in Congress, and the Democrats put him aside for Tappan, In
the same line, in 1839, resolutions containing these declarations
were passed by the Ohio legislature;
Congress has no jurisdiction over slavery in the states.
Agitation against sla-ery is productive of no good results
Abolitionism tends to disrupt the Union.
Any attempt by Congress to interfere v;-ith slavery in the
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I (5)
District would be unconstitutional,
I
At th« same time what had been predicted by Calhoun and
anticipated fearfully by the South v/as no^v to occur. In 1839 a meet-
ing of abolitionists at Albany resolved that in the future they
(6)
would support only men of their own principles for office. On the
ninth of November of the same year a convention at Warsaw, Pennsyl-
(7)
vania, issued a call for an abolition party. Within a month there
was held a national convention at Y^arsaw, ITew York, which nominated
nirney, of New York, and Lepoyne, of Pennsylvania, for president and
(8) (9)
vice-president. Both candidates resip.ned, but another convention,
held at Albany in the sprin/^ of 1040, put Rirney and Earle into the
(10)
field,
I
(n)
' At the beginning, of Congress in December 1839 Mr .Wise ask-
ed for a suspension of the rules to enable him to submit this reso-
lution;
" Resolved That upon the presentation of any memorial, or
petition praying for the abolition of slavery or the slave trade
in any District, Territory, or State of the Union, and upon the
presentation of any resolution or other paper touching t?iat subject,
the recep tion of such memorial, petition, resolution, or paper shall
be considered as objected to, and the question of reception shall be
laid upon the table without further debate or action thereon,"
The adoption of this resolution would be a step further
in the direction of denying reception to the petitions, though not
exactly doing so. The House refused to suspend the rules, and other
(1) Cong. Globe, 25 Cong, .3 session, 1038-9. Vol, VII, 159,
(2) TbM,; Appx7!>237, (5) Ibid. ^20-5. (4) Von Holst-Hist , j:i,204f f
.
(5) Lib, and Free Soil Parties, 22, (6) ITiles Reg,^LVI,T01.
(7) m¥~^TT,TT'T, r57nn)ld.^246, {9rTbTd','^^20. (10) Ibid,;^
LVIII, 96, (11) Con^.y.pbe^26 Cong.^^l session, 1839-40, Vol, VIII.
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resolutions introduced ' by Mr, Garland, of Louisiana, fared no better, h
The same thing happened to Mr.V/iso's resolutions, and to those sub-
mitted by Mr. coles, of Vir^^inia, and Mr.Chinn, of Louisiana^i next day.
ITo petitions were presented, hov/ever, until January 13, v/hen the
(1)
question was raised by Mr .Dromgoole, and tabled by a vote of 131 to 60.
li
»
^^'^
|i A week later a resolution similar to that offered by Mr.
Vise was presented by Mr. Thompson, but again the House refused to
suspend the rules, the vote being 128 to 77. iText day Mr. Coles pre- li
sented a resolution which v-as tabled. Mr. Thompson again submitted
his and moved the previous question, but withdr-~w it at the request
|
of Mr .Monroe, of llew York, who m.oved a resolution referring the pe-
titions to a select committee instructed to report. After some de-
bate the House adjourned, and the resolu-tion of i\.Tr , thomp son was
taken up from day to day.
I' Mr. Garland, of Virginia, said that as long as the slave
states thought proper to maintain the existence of slavery among
them he would defend it to the utmost. The question involved was
whether the people had created an entire despotism over the District i
of Columbia, whether its inhabitants were mere slaves and had no
rights. Their rights would be annihilated if the principles advo-
cated on the floor were to obtain. Congress had no more right to !i
interfere v;ith the slave trade in the District than in Maryland or
'Virginia. It rested entirely with the states and with the people of
the District to make the first movement tov^ard emancipation.
Mr. Butler, of South Carolina, declared that the Pinckney
Resolution had no more put an end to the abolition petitions than
(1) Cone.Globe ,26 Cong., 1 session, 1839-40. Vol.VIII, 119.
(2) TbXd".;!?.!;
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the reference of 1780, and that r.uch moasures never would. The true
issue presented on the fdoor was that of union or disunion. That
issue was now before the House and before the country. The moment
Congress abolished slavery in the District of Columbia the statesin-
terested v/'ould look upon it, as a direct attack upon themselves and
would act accordingly. Things must continue to exist at the south
as they then did or no white v^oman or man could live there. The
South asked for no favors, al3 that it asked was to be permitted to
direct its own institutions without molestation.
Mr .Adams maintained that by Mr .Thompson' s proposition it
would be impossible to Imow what petitions to receive or what to
reject. The question of slavery would necessarily come up on other
propositions than on the abolition petitions, for instance on the
subject of Playti. The Southern gentlemen who introduced these gag
resolutions were responsible for the delay of business and this dis-
cussion. The proposition of last year authorized the reception of
abolition petitions; this one went much further. It proposed to make
it a permanent rule of the House to operate for tv/o sessions, in
effect that the petitions should not be received. The method was a
small one, uhbecoming the characters of the movers. The great dan-
ger of adopting the rule lay in the recognition of the principle
that Congress had the power to limit the right of petition.
Mr.Bynum, of Worth Carolina, thought that this was the
most momentoxis question that ever agitated the country. The ITorth-
em Representatives were encouraging the introduction of incendiary
papers calculated to operate with peculiar mischief in a certain
quarter, their speeches v/ere calculated to produce the same result.
The right of petition had no connection with abolition petitions;
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was slavery in tJie southern states a r.rlevance of the ITorth? The
only liberty in this country way constitutional liberty.
Mr .Adams offered a substitute for the re-'Olution of Mr.
Thompson, which
-.'as in turn amended by Mr. Johnson, of Maryland, on
the t^venty-oifihth of January to read as follov;-s;
"Resolved That no petition, memorial, resolution, or other
paper, prayinr'. the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia,
or any State or Territory, or the slave trade between the States, be
received by this House, or e tertained in any way whatever."
This amendment -'as carried, 114 to 108, and the resolu-
tion as amended. Seven Sou '.hern votes were cast against it; Ken-
tucky 2, Tennessee 2, Vir.^inia 2, andi Georp.ia 1. On the other hand
there Yrere but 28 supporters from the ITorth; TTew Hampshire 4, Ind-
iana 2, Pennsjyl vania 6, New York 7, Ohio 6, Maine 2, and Illinois 1.
This decided falling off at the ITorth was due both to a change in
sentiment there, and to the difference between this resolution and
the previous ones. It was commended by Calhoun, in a letter to J>E,
Calhoun on the first of February, 1840, in high terms, Mr.Calhoun
said that the House had refused to receive aboll-tion petitions, the
stronges t measure yet taken and one which would be productive of
good consequences. Every Y/hig out of the slave states but one voted
against it, but four In the slave states and a sufficient number of
Republicans out of them voted fo'- it to mal<:e a majority .Mr,Calhoun
said that the Senate was not now troubled with these petitions, but i
(1) !
if it were he believed that a similar j^ote could be secured, '
(1) Calhoun Letters. I
i
I
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In the nation trie a/^itation was being continue'! throiU''>5^out
t?ie presidential aampaif:;n. At a meeting in Ohio BIr .Harrison, on
AiagiJst 20,1840, a^^^serted that the right of discussion was undoubted-
ly guaranteed by the constitution, but that the discussion of the
right of slave-holders to possess their slaves ./as just as certainly
(1)
contrary to the spifrit of the Constitution, \
In this same campaign, however, the real scarcity of thor-'
ough abolitionists who were nov; ready to desert their former polit-
ical alliances was plainly shown, Birney and Garle received but 6891
votes out of a total of about 2^400, 000, distributed as follows;
Pennsylvania 343, TTew Jersey 69, Ohio 952, Michigan 294, TTew York
2799, Maine 194, Massachusetts 1618, Illinois 87, Vermont 319, Con- I,
(2)
necticut 174, and Rhode Island 42, But their actual numerical
strength;^ by no means corresponded to the general spread of the agi-
tation. So Van Buren's annual message emphasized as usual the desir-
(3)
abiliy of non-interference of the government in state affairs.
The more radical tendencies of the abolitionists were
shown by the address of the convention held at Warsaw, New York,
February 21, 1841, during the next session of congress. It declared
j|
slave-holding to be a sin against the gospel of Christ, and called
for immediate, universal, unconditional emancipation. All who did
not unite against slavery were guilty, and in the charge were in-
cluded the northern churches. It was the duty of the church to eject
(4)
slave-holding ministers and congregations from pulpit and fellowship.
The resolution last adopted being in the form of ^'rule,
(5)
i
on the second day of the next session, December 8,1840, Mr .Adams '
gave notice that on the next day he would move to rescind that rule,,
(1) ITiles Reg,5LIX,42, Ibid, ^320, (3) Mess ,<^JPapers III,
(4)' Niles'^RBg'.* LX,40. (5) Cong, Glabfl-^26 Cong*,V2 sesVIon*/ 1840-41
Vol.-T5r,'"42'.-^ ^ ^
^

Accordin^'^ly , on the ninth, he did so, sayin?-'. that he had made his
motion this earl J y in the session because he was unv^^illinf, the rule
should remain in force for a sin/^He hour lon.^.er, as, in his opinion,
it v;as a direct violation of the ConstitiJ tion of the United States.
I! Mr, Banks, of Virginia, moved to table the motion of Mr.
Adams, which was done by a vote of 32 to 58,
(1)
I'
On the twenty- third of December Mr. Janes, of Vermo nt, moved
to suspend the rules to be allowed to offer an anti- slavery petition.!]
The motion ^vas tabled, 99 to 53, Again, on the tvrenty-firs t of Jan-
(2)
uary, there was a brief strugr.lQ o /er an attempt to divide one of
Mr .Adams' petitions so as to exclude the part which came under the
rule, which v;as ended by the expiration of petition hour.
j
We may perhaps again see a reflection of popular opinion
in the inaugural address of Mr .Harrison, in 1841. It was his opin-
ion that the exclusive jur^isdiction of Congress over the District
of Columbia intended only the power necessary to afford a free and
safe exercise of functions assigned to the general government by the i|
Constitution. Were the people of the District subjects? The legis-
lation should be adapted to their peculiar needs. In regard to the
general movement the attempts of one state to control the institu-
tions of another could lead only to violence, disunion, and ^^ar.
I (3)
I On the thirty- first of May, 1841, in the special session
of congress called to meet after the death of the president, Mr,¥is«
offered this resolution; '
i
"Resolved That the standing rules and orders of the last
House of Representatives he adopted as the rules and orders of this
I^(1) Cong;. Globe ;^.6 Cong-.^2 session, 1840^1. Vol,IX,51, (2) Ibid. 116.
(3) aong'.groge ^^27 Cong.^1 session, 1841. Vol.X, 4. I
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House, for the next ensuing ten days, and t)iat a committee of nine
members be appointed to revise the said rules and orders and to re-
port thereon within the said teia days."
|; Mr.Undenvood amended this tO: make the old rules operative
not for a definite time, but until the committee had reported and
the report had been adopted.
This Mr,Adams amended by adding "except the twenty- first
rule, which is hereby rescinded", and the Hou se jadjourned , ( The
twenty- first was then the gag rule.)
IText day Mr .Adams had the floor on his amendment. He was
indifferent as to any rule except the tv/onty-f irst, but to this one
he did object. It was passed at time when the majority of the
House were anxious above all things not to be considered as abolition-
ists. It v/as at the time necessary to make political capital. It was
most emphatically a Democratic measure- one of Northern men with
Southern principles, and a Southern Whig with iTorthern principles
had made himself their tool in carrying it out. It was the oppression
of the people of the North by the South as a sectional measure.
Mr .Underwood v/as rather indifferent as to whether Mr .Adams'
amendment was adopted or not. Probably it would be better to allow
Northern gent.lemen to discuds the right of petition. He was desirous
to see the posi!:ion which they intended to occupy laid clearly be-
fore the House. He v/as not afraid of it. He thought the House ought
to treat anti-slaveiv petitions v^ith respect and assign reasons for
their rejection. The manner of treating them had caused Northern
people to think that they had been insulted, which v/as not the case.
These Northerners ought to understand that their petitions were act-
ed upon on principle , He would rather see the adoption of the amend-
ment than the discussion pT*m nnpari
^
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|l
Mr.v^isp denied Mr. Adams' fihar^.e that t?ie tw^'nty-first rule
had been an admimistratlon measure and would therefore probably be
opposftd by the present administration. He declared the present ad-
ministration also to be opposed to the discussion of abolition.
There was no authority for any such charp.e . More than this, the pe- ;i
tit ions were objectionable because they v/ere not for the grievances
of the petitioners. Beiides, the right of petition extended only
to havinr, the papers presented and a sta f^ement of their contents
made to Con;^,ress, hence that right had not been violated by the
adoption of the twenty-first rule, I
Mr ,W,C , Johnson, as the man who had introduced the rule,
|
also denied the accusation of Mr .Adams, He had had no relations with
the administration, and had exchant'.ed no opinions with any member
of the Van Buren party when he drafted his resolution. There was no
reason for rescinding the tv/enty-firs t rule. It had created no ex-
citement in the ITorth; it had promoted peace and harmony. He object-^l
ed to agitating again the question of the reception of abolition
petitions. It would re-create excitement in Congress and in the south.
Congress had met to consider weightier matters. No good and much
evil could result from the repeal. The president v/as not in favor
of it. There as no use of prolonging the discussion,
i: Mr,Slade thought that a discussion ought to be avoided in
|
the present session.; the rule could be settled later. It was of no
importance that anti-slavery petitions be presented during the extra^i
session. If Mr .Adams refused to withdraw his amendment Mr.Slade
would move to strike out the last four v^ords "which is hereby res-
cinded" ,
# !
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(1)
On the seventh of June, after short debate, Mr, Adams'
amendment as modified by Mr.Slade was adopted, 112 to 104, and the
resolution as amended, 125 to 91. '
Tv/o days later Mr .Tnp.ersoll , of Pennsylvania, moved to re-
(2) i
consider. The twenty- firs t rule embraced a .juestion of abolition,
a question of petition, and a question of replication. The question
of abolition had been discussed for years. Then Mr .Inp,ersoll turned
|
to a discussion of the sla. • trade, when he was called to order, butlj
allowed to continue. He declared that the Sou',h ou^ht to take a firm
stand against triosf^ who were seeking to undermine its institutions.
Mr .Adams himself, said Mr .Tngersoll , had said that it was
not yet time even for abolition in the District of Columbia. What
then did these gentlemen v/ish? He had never been able to discover,
for one said one thing, another said anothei'. The only abolition he
|
knew of v/as the kind that f,ave freedom to slaves. There were three ^
classes of abolitionists; the enthusiasts, the impractical, and those
who used the term for politiual purposes. The first class v^-as to be
|
tr ated with moderation, the second controlled, and the third to be
guarded against,
TJiere was no question t?iat Congress had no right to in-
terfere with slavery in the South. The slave trade abroad was endedj
I
The Supreme Coufrt had decided that Congress could not interfere with
j
the inter-state slave trade. The number oitt slaves in the District
j
had been reduced one third in the last ten years; v/hat was the use
of interfering here? Agitation therefore did no good and great harm.
££M Globe 27 Cong.^l session, 1841. Vol.X,28,
(2) Ibid., 37.
b
II
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It was iill a conspiracy to destroy Southern ixjstitu t ions. The strup,gle
over the rip.ht of petition was a subterfu/^e. That right v/as of minor
importance, having heen largely succeeded by instruction of Rpjpre-
sentatives
.
Mr .Marshall, of Kentucky, had voted against the motion of
R*^.Adams in order to postpone the question to a more convenient time,
and he shoikld vote against reconsideration in order that the House li
might proceed to the business of the nation. He vanted the matter
postponed. He wished to know what good was to result from the dis-
cussion of abstract questions, T|\ese petitions were to be urged and
urged until entire emancipation v/as the result. That -as what Mr,
Adams meant.; he thought that endless hammering might bring about
this end, but Mr .Marshall could assure him thcit his course would
have no such effect upon the south.
If petitions were presented Mr,Marshall would move their
reference to a select committee with Mr .Adams at its head. Fe then
moved the previous question, and the motion to reconsider was lost
by a vote of 107 to 113.
But the men v/ho opposed the reception of the petitions
(1)
were not yet r-^ady to surrender. On the fourteenth it was moved to
reconsider the vote by which the House had adopted the resolution
providing for a committee on rules. Mr.V/ise said that agitation had
not ceased when petitions had been received, and the abolition mem-
bers had not been content with reception, they had always opposed
I
tabling. The motion carried, 106 to 104,
On the next day, after considerable debate, the previous
(1)
(2)
Cong',Globe-27 Cong,.l session, 1841. Vol.X, 37,
T6rS.-^-57. ^ 3
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question was moved and a vote taken which resulted in the defeat of
the resolution, 110 to 106. June 16, after mo e debate, the rules
of the last House were adopted, and the committee instructed to re-
vise and report i:hem. The vote vms 119 to 103, the affimative in-
|
eluding 82 northern votes from 13 states, the negative including 50 ||
Sou '-.hern votes from 9 states. This large northern vote may, perhaps,
be explained by the fact that the Representatives thought it of
j
greater importance to get down to the work of the brief session which
had already been delayed for over two v/eeks. Many of them therefore
voted for every proposition which they mi^^ht hope to settle the
question.
This closed debate during the remainder of the extra sess-
ion, and until the meeting of the regular congress in ^ecember t?ie
situation was little changed. In the fell trouble with New York
caused Governor McDowell, of Virginia, in December 1841, to advise
a call for a Southern convention to provide for the security of the
(1)
property of the slave states, ITothing further was done.
The next act in the long struggle had, as usual, Mr,Adams
for the central figure. Late in January, 1842, he introduced into
the House u petition asking for the dissolution of the Union, The ii
Southern members decided to attempt again to censure Mr,Adams, and
a resolution for that purpose was introduced by Mr, Gilmer, of Vir-
ginia, Mr .Marshall then moved to substitute a resolution providing
;
for expulsion from the House, He called attention to the scenes re- '
cently enacted in that body, and to the part played in them by Mr,
Adams, The presentation of the petition he characterized as a sac-
(1) ITiles Reg ,^LXI» 241, (2) Appx, to Cong .Globe ^27 Cong,^2 session,
1841-2, Vol, XI, 983.
|

rilep.e, vrhifih, comlnp, from the quarter 11. did, aGGumed political
importance. The ITorth vms bound to oppose the rnemorial as strenuously
as the South, It amounted to this; th;;.t the dissolution of the Union
was a fair subject of legislative consideration, and could be brought
up in the jjouse, in the shape of a report, for discussion,
Mr .Marshall * s resolution in substance stated that Mr, Adams
had offered i.he deepest indifjnity to the House, and an insult to
|
the people, and therefore might well be held to merit expulsion from
the national councils. Fis speech v/as the main one of the attack,
j
11
hich was vigorously answered by Mr. Adams, The result was trat on .1
ij
the seventh of February a motion to lay the v;hole subject upon the
|j
table v;as adopted by a vote of 106 to 93. A month .'ater another dis-''
solution petition presented by him was quietly disposed of by a vote,
to reject.
Mr,Adams* course in presenting the petition, and in regard
to the whole subject of abolition petitions, was heartily endorsed a1;
(1)
a meeting held in his district at Plymouth, in M^'Tch,
|
Just before Congress vAet in 1842 Virginia was completely
aroused by the failure of a Mr. Gray to secure a slave \Thich had fled
to Massachusetts. Again tliere was made a threat to call a southern
(2)
convention, but a (Tain the threat was follov/ed by no further action.
Of these tv;o clashes betvreen Virginia and northern states, hov^ever,
Mr .Calhoun voiced the gene ml sentiment of the radical south when
he commended the course that Virginia had taken. It was his opinion
that if she were backed up it v/ould bring on an issue in which the I
South must triumph,
(1)
Mies Reg.^LXII,18, 12) Ibid., LXIII,210.

At the beginnin/?, of this soGsion of 1842 Mr.Ad.-ajnc submltt-^
ed a resolution providinf, for the repeal of the twenty- first rule.
After a few remarks by Mr .Wise on the order of the resolution, the
House, by a vote of 95 to 84, refused to put the question. This same
thing happenec) next day by a vote of 93 to 91, and again on the next,
100 to 95. On the day following the supporters of the rule mustered
enough strength to lay the resoluMon upon the table, and the whole
matter was disposed of for the session.
I Some days later Mr .Adams presented a petition from sit- i
1
I
izens of ITew Yo^k prailnp. Congress to pass laws forever separating i;
,1
' them from all connection with the question og slavery. The Speaker
having decided that the petition v/as not covered by the provisions I
of the twenty-first rule, the question of reception •.as tabled by
a vote of 97 to 80, At the same time he presented a resolution from
the legislature of Massachusetts respecting Hayti, the reception
of which v/as objected to, but v/hich was referred toaa select com-
mittee. In regard to the cou-'se of Mr,Adams during this session Mr,
Calhoun said, in a letter to Mr , J,H.Hammond, " I have no doubt that
(1)
his object is disunion". Again, under date of April 22, he wrote
to his daughter, Mrs, T.G.Clemson, "Congress is progressing slov/ly,
but quietly, excepting an occasional outbreak from that mischevious,
(2)
bad old man, John Quincy Adams",
|i
But what proved to ie the hardest struggle in the v/hole
period of opposition to the adoption of the gag rules c ..me ^Uiring
the first session of the tv/enty-eighth Congress, which began in De- ij
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(1)
cember 1843. The amendment of Mr.Adamr. to strike out the twenty-
first rule j'rom those of the preceding, session, which were to be in
force until the committee on rules had reported, -.ra s defeated by a
I
vote of 91 '0 95, and the committee appointed with Mr.Adams at its
head. It was not until the fifth of January that this committee as li
able even to move to set a^^-ide a day for the hearing of its report.
At that time Mr,Adams moved to make the report the special order of
the day for the next Thursday,
|
Mr .Dromp.oole said that he understood the committee had rse-!
ported very important alterations and omis sions (including the gag), I
and he therefore moved a recommitment.
j
Mr. Black, of Georgia, agreed, and also proposed to instruct
the committee to report thv tv/enty-fifth rule( the old twenty- first)|,
as one of the rules of the House. He moved his instructions,
Mr, Gilmer, of Virginia, was of the opinion that the motion!
vras out of order. He deplored the attitude of defiance assumed by
Mr, Black.
Mr .Black said that he did mean to defy the aajo rity of
the committee if they v/ere disposed to exclude the rule, and the
majority cf the House if it adopted the report. He asked for the
yeas and nays on his motion,
j
It v/as then moved to lay the whole matter upon the table,
j
but the motion failed, 70 to 106, The previous question v;as demand-
II
ed but not secoiaded, ii
Mr,Hamlin, of Maine, v,as against recommitment because it
would neither advance nor retard business before the House, The adop-
(1) Cong , Globe^2n Cong, 1 session, 1843-4, Vol.XIII, 4.
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tion of the tv/enty- first rule mur>t be done, if done at all, by the
Hoiisf and not by the committee. He should vote against that rule
because he believed the right of pe'ition to he constitutional.
The debate v;as then carried on by Mr .Clin/"'.m.:m, of TTorth
Carolina, and Mr .Holmes, of South Carolina, until adjournment,
Mr,Duncan, of Ohio, secured the floor at the opening of
the discussion next day. He was opposfjd to the rule, holding the
right of petition to be a constitutional one, and the petitioners
to be the proper judges of the subjects on v/hich they should peti-
tion. He thought, however, that the time to act upon slavery in the
District would be when the people there r«:'quested its abolition.
The nile prohibited those people from petitioning, hence he vras op-
posed to it. The question of abolition was no affair of thosp not
interested. The slaves of the South were better off than if eman-
cipated. The result of the conflicts betv/een the slave-holders and
abolitionists had been nothing; the v/hole thing was a hobby origi-
nated to make political capital. The results of the gag rules upon
the nation had been disastrous,
(1)
Mr, Brown, of Tennessee, denied that the twonty-first rulej
violated the right of petition. He cited several cases of petition
during the last session, and $'.aid of them; (1) the people assembled
peaceably- v/as that right violated? (2) they petitioned for a redress
of real or imaginary gr i_eyanc e s- was that prevented? (3) they sent
their petitions to Congress by their own selected agent- v/as that i
prevented? (4) that agent brought them within the halls and pre sent-
ed them to the House- was that prevented? Then the gentleman inform-
(1) Cong.GlQbe^28 Cong.,1 session, 1843-4, Vol,XIII, 131,

ed the }Iouso who they v;ere9 what they coinpQained of, how they rea-
soned, and what redress they desired. Their right had not been vi;'
Ola ted. It was to petition; the duty of Conp,res8 v:as to hear. All
after that was the right of Congress, The abolitionists asked five
things; (1) to receive petitions, (2) to refer, (3) to report, (4)
to debate, and (5) to abolish slavery- and the argument advanced by
their supporters was that they would be : ilenceri by granting four
of the five derrands. It had been tried. Debate kept the South excited.
It aroused insurrection. Let the report go back to the committee,
perhaps they would report the old rule or a modification of it.
Mr.Rhett, of South Carolina, arose to discuss the right
of petition. If it v^as not violated by receiving the petition and
then laying i' upon the table without further action, what as the
use of ^-eceiving i^ at all? The amendments of the Constitution re-
garded the personal rights of the people. These rights had been in-
frinf-'.ed upon before it was adopted, and therefore they were includ-
ed. If the right of petition extended further than hearing, then it
infringed upon the righ-t of Congress to legislate, II
Mr .Cobb, of Georgia, also declared that the framers of the||
Constitution had included the declaration of rights in remembrance
of what they had suffered under En^-lish rule. The Constitution
could not be twisted in such a .vay as to authorize the reception of
these petitions. It was the duty of the South, moreover, to stand
by tlie rule. The Northern Representatives had made sacrifices for
it and must not nov/ be destroyed by their Southern allies. If the
South divided upon the question the North would at once withdraw
from its support. The proposition now advanced to substitute re-
cep't.ion and tabling for rejection was worse than the latter; it made

room for the next step, that of referring. The South wished to meet
the question at the outset. Either the petitions must be rejected
or full action must be taken upon them,
(1)
Mr .Wlnthi-op, of Massachusetts, regarded the principle of
the rule as all-important. It was a step toward the declaration
that the House would receive no petitions on any subject. That body
had no ri^ht to dictate *o the people the subjects upon which they
might petition,
H
Mr .Payne, of Alabama, maintained that the right of peti-
tion 'as inherent and placed beyond the reach of legislation. There
"as no petition which had been presented to Congress and not heard,
understood, and acted upon. Congress had no power to legislate
slavery out of the District; its powers were not absolute, they
were ceded by the states. It would be a violation of the Consti-
tution to grant petitions directed against prope ty rights,
Mr.Giddings, of Ohio, said that at the time of the adop-
tion of the Constitution it was distinctly agreed that the institu-
^
tion of slavery should never be interfered vrith. But at the same
;
time the people of the free st tes retained the right to be totally
free from that institution in every respect. The government should
not involve them in the turpitude, expense, and disgrace of slavery,
V/ere there a war, however, it would be a case beyond the eonstitu- '!
tion and the la^v. In this regard there were the examples of inter-
ference of slavery by Generals Jackson, Gaines, and Scott, The South,
then, had no right to degrade the government by making it an abettor''
of slave dealers and slave trading, "Y/e do not seek to interfere
(1) Cong. Globe,28 Cong,-l session, 1043-4, Vol, XIII, 183,
(2) TbTd-.^j^r;' ^
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with the Institutions of the Couth within the limits of their stgit"S
but we deny that they have the rip^t to ^arry these institutions
beyond "heir limits, and compel the people of other states to sus-
tain them,"
(1)
j
On the twenty- fourth of February Mr.Dromgoole said that
he Intended to withdraw his motion to recommit > in order to submit
this amendment to Ru]e 23;
II
"ITo petition, memorial, resolution, or other paper touch-
ing the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, or in any
State or Territory of the United States, or praying the interference
of Congress, in imy way, with the transfer or removal of slaves from
or to any State or Territory of the United States, in which slavery
is authorized by lav/, shall be received by this Hous-=, or entertain-
ed by it in any way whatever,"
I
Mr.Dromgoole then moved to postpone the matter until the
next Tuesday, but after some little debate the motion was lost by
a vote of 102 to 80. A motion to print was then adopted, and the
House adjourned.
The matter did not, however, come up again until the neKt
{2)
Tuesday, when Mr.c. Johnson moved to amend the amentlment to read;
"Resolved That the rules of the last Congress shall be
adopted by this House except the twenty-first; and that all the pe-
titions in relation to trie abolition of slavery in the District of
Columbia and the Territories shall be received and laid upon the
table without debate, "
Mr,Belser, of Alabama, immediately Aoved to table the
whole subject, but the motion was lost, 90 to 9C. The main ques-
tion was then ordered and the amendment rejected by a vote of 35 to
(l) Cong .Globe^20 Cong.^l session ,^ 1843»4. Y^l , TTT TT , '^'^-^'^ ( ^T^"'' ^ . ^'^Q

143. It \/as then moved to retain the old tv^enty- third rule, but
lost, 36 to 106, cind the House passed to the so isideration of oth-
er rules.
On the tv/enty-olghth of February the v/hole subject v;as
laid upon the table by a vote of 89 to 82. Of the 89 votes 30 came
from the ITorth; Pennsylvania 4, Ohio 7, Indiana l , ITev/ Hampshire 3,
New York 7, Illinois 3, Maine 1, md Connecticut 1, while but 7
Southern votes; Horth Carolina 1, Vir;^,inia 1, Kentucky 1, and Mary-
land 4, were given against it. The effect of this action was to
leave the rules of the twenty-seventh Congress in force, so the
victory had once more been v/on by trie supporters of the ^"^.ag rule.
||
The second session of the twenty-eighth Congress began
on the second day of fJecember, 1844. On that same day Mr.Adams gave
notice that he would on the neKt, or some subsequent day offer a
resolution to rescind the rule, nov/ the twenty-fifth, prohibiting
(1)
the reception f abolition petitions. He did so next day, and after
a motion, ma-^ie by Mr.Thompson, to lay the question upon the table
was lost, 81 to 104, the resolution of iiTr,Adams was adopted by a
I
(2)
vote of 108 to 80,
This vote marks the end of a definite period in the hist-
ory of anti-slavery petitions in Congress. The South never again
succeeded in having Congress adopt a rule or resolution prohibiting
the reception of the petitions. The main reason for its final de-
feat -o-f—irts^ci^^iit^ v/as the growing sentiment of antagonism in the
ITorth to any restraint upon the right of petition, which had been
developing side by side with the sentiment of antigonism to the
(1) CongGlobe^28 Cong.^2 session, 1844-5. Vol, XIV, 7.
L (2) For vote on rt9 solution see Appv , —
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institution of slavery itself. The adoption of the rule had once
been a part of the poli::y of the Democratic party, but it was so no
lonj'.er. States which had at first j;iven a majority of their votes
for the resolutions nov; drew away frorr. such an alliance with the
aggressive Southerners, realizing, perhaps, to what lengths that
alliance might carry them. The time when -the South could dominate
the councils of the nation had passed, and TTorthern interests and
Northern ideas were slov/ly but surely becoming the dominant ones in
CongresG. The defeat of the ]ast of the gag rules was lut an indi-
cation of the opposition which "as later to result in the dovmfall
of the party responsible for those rules, and in the adoption of a
nev; policy which would be perfected only when the institution of
slavery itself had disappeared from the nation.
SHAFT SR V.
THE STRUGGLE lU THE SBTT.^B.
It is not to be supposed that the storm v/hich had raged
so violently in the House during these years had not penetrated in-
to the Senate Chamber. Here t?ie conflict started over a motion made
by Mr .Calhoun not to receive a petition for abolition in the Dist-
rict of Columbia, v;hich had come from the state of Ohio, and been
presented by Mr.Morris, Mr .Leigh, of Virginia, made the first speech
(1)
of importance in the debate on the nineteenth of January 1836,
In his opinion if these petitions were recei»/ed the tables
of the Senate would be loaded with them. Under the pretext of a
sacred right the petitioners themselves were r.eddling with the cons-
(1) Cong.Globe^24 Cong.^1 session, 1835-6. Vol. Ill, 118.
s
8C.
titutlonal rip-.ht of prope-'ty at the imminent danr.er of a separation
of the Union. The duty of rece ivinp, their memorials was not im-
posed upon Conr.ress by tlie rip.hi, of petition. Th t body could not
abolish slavery in the District without the consent of the slave
ovmers. It had only the same po\7er over tlie District that * he states
had over their territories. The object of the petitioners was t'lere-
fore to compel abolition in Maryland and Virginia, In this respect
Congress hao no right to do indirectly v/hat it could not- do directly,
Mr .Wright, of Virginia, was of the opinion t?iat it wou]d
be better to let this petition go the usual course and be referred
without debate. So far as the power and expediency of abolishing
slavery in the District were concerned he agt^eed with Mr.Leigh, but
the refusal to receive petitions was a very different matter. The
I!
ii
refusal on the broad .around that the subject prayed for could not
be granted would be more calculated to incr-ase than to allay ex-
citement. He v/as against any measure vrhizh vjould have such an effect.
The action of the Senate should be such as v^-ould be most likely to
calm the excitement in all the states and in every section of the
Union,
||
The meetings of the ITorth had made firm declarations
against agitation, they had breathed a spirit of patr'iotism, of
gelierous feeling toward the South, and of attachment to the Union,
The efforts of the abolitionists to hold a stite convention at Utica,
New York, had been defeated. A unanimous expression of the Senate
was new of the utmost importance. His plan v/as to receive all pe-
titions not clearly exceptional, to rf>ad t em at the clerk »s table
if desired, and then to reject the prayer of each of them, without de-
bate and by the vote of every Senator,

07.
Mr, Calhoun askftd why if the petition -/ere to be immed-
iately rejected ii. should be received t all. V/ou]d a refucal to
receive infrinp.e upon the ri/^ht of people to assemble and petition
for a redress of f-'.rie vances? So lonr, as these petitions v/ere re-
ceived in the Senate the a^;itation would continue. The question must
be met on constitutional grounds or not net at all, I
Mr .Morris here said that he had not introduced the po-
tion to arouse discussion, and v;-ould therefore withdrav/ it. l|
;l
The petition "rom Pennsylvania Quakers, which had already
been presented by Mr .Buchanan, and on which also Mr, Calhoun had rais-
ed the question of reception, was next taken up. Mr.Calhoun said
that even if he had no other objection to it its language "'as such
that he would not vote '.o receive it. '!
Mr.King, of Alabama, thought i ^. the duty of the Senate to
receive. Then if the petition -vas found to ask for an intermeddling
ij
with the constitutional rights of any state it could be stamped
j
v/ith the disapprobation it deserved.
The Senate then adjourned,
!
(1)
On the twenty-eighth of January' Mr.Svrift, of Vermont, said
that he had had a petition for abolition in the District in his
||
possession for several days. He had waited until now to see what
disposition v/as to be made of the Quaker memorial, not wishing to
add to the agitation. His constituents considered the rejection of
a petition in the same ligh^ as a refusal to receive it. The right
was of no valae unless the petition v/ere referred and the reason-
ii
ableness of the prayer investigated. The petitioners further be-
lieved that Congress had power over slavery in the District and
(1) Cong. GlobeT 24 Cong,5l session, 1835-G, Vol, III, 147,
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ouf^t to Gxercisfi it. They believed t'^eraGslveG to be implicated in
the continuance of slavery there. He thought, therefore, that the
action of the Senate vas unwise. The petitioners certainly had a
right to be heard, and he moved that the petition be r-.^^-d.
Mr.Calhoun demanded the question on its reception, but the
motion of Mr.Buchaiian to table it for the -ay was adopted.
The debate on the twelth of February v^as begun by Mr.Moore,
of Alabama, v;ho declared that petitions directed against slavery
were unconstitutional and an entering wedge for a great scheme of
emancipation, -..nd therefore ought to be checked.
Mr, King, of Georgia, differed from the other southern Sen-
ators who had spoken v/ith regard to the mode of procesdure, TTothing
was better calculated to excite alarm than motions to reject; even
an affirmative vote v;ould apply only to the particular petition, and
could not prevent the presentation of others-. All this debate and
agitation ./as just v/hat the abolitionists desired. The slave-hold-
ing states should be satisfied with their rights and ask no more.
No unnecessary issues should be made on the right of petition. The
people would not see the nice distinctions that would be drav/n be-
tween a petition and its prayer.
It had been protested that the petitions should be re-
jected because they reflected upon the who] e body or upon some mem-
bers of the Senate. Y/Tiere would such a course l«ad to? It would
lead to a rejection of all petitions. To refuse to receive denied
the right cf being heard, while on the other hand to i^eceive and
then reject the prayer gave a hearing to the petitioners and t^ e
judgement of the Senate.

89.
Oon(-;i'eGsional poTrer over V.e District '.vas certainly lim-
ited by the fifth amendnsnt, which provided that no person should
" be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process
of law, nor shall private property be taken for public use without
just compensation". This amendment, he maintained, had originated
from the apprehension of t}ie slave-hO- der s that they might some
jj
day be deprived of their property in slaves by lav;-,
^
Mr .King would vote against txie motion to reject the pe-
tition, however> because he thought it unv/ise ;and impolitic to be
making useless and unusual is>sues with abolitionists, only calculated
uo give them importance and strength. He v/ould vote to reject the
prayer of the petitioners because he thought it inexpedient and be-
yond the power^to grant it.
Mr.Tallmadge, of New York, declared the efforts of abo-
litionists to be fraught with danger and characterized by a spirit
of fanaticism which might lead to consequences fatal to the peace
and harmony of the Union, It was for the interests of t' e ITorth as
well as the South that agitation cease. Until now petitions hfid
been received and either laid upon the table or referred and for-
gotten. It Y;ould be much better to have the present petition take
the same course. The right of petition was the inalienable right
of every American citizen, ranked with life, liberty, and the right
to hold property. An obligation on the part of Congress follov/ed.
What was the difference betv/een refusing to receive and denying
the right to present? It v/as a denial of the rigjit.
Grievances, moreover, were to be judged by the petitioner
himself. His grievance might be real, or it might be imaginary, tbe
right of petition was the same, The right of Congress lay in deter-
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mining whether the redress was to be r.ranted . If it decided the
grievance to be imaginary it would reject the prayer, but not the
petition. Again, if the petition were for something which Congress
cou]d not ,-rant and were therefore t ^ be rejected there would al-
ways be dispute, for t?iere was always wide divergence of opinion
ill regard to constitutional powers. By receiving t}ie petitions Sen-
ators would discharge their du'^-y to the petitioners, and by reject-
ing the prayer they wc i2d discharge their duty to themselves and
to the country. The principle must not be sacrificed because a few
fanatics were disposed to violate it. Preserve the right and let the
public sf^ntiment of the TTorth correct the evil,
Mr.Niles, of Connecticut, said that some Senators seemed
disposed to agitate the question for the very purpose of preventing
agitation. It was al 1
.
connected with politics, and some were trying
to build up a sectional party. Northern opinion on the slavery
question was both misunderstood and misrepresented. That opinion
was really sound. The abolitionists were opposed evei^where as a
class of people who meddled in everything at hand. ITo one supposed
that slavery in the states could be interfered with, byt the pre-
vailing opinion v/as that Congrecs hafl the power ^o legislate in re-
gard to slavery in the District. Very few, however, thought it
right or proper for Congress to act while slavery existed in the
surrounding states. The states r elii.quished the'r rights over the
District, but the powers of Congress were derived from the Consti-
tution, ITo state could confer power' on Congress.
The abolitionist?, were of tv/o classes; the old, for peace-
ful gradual emancipation, and the new, vith theirm.ore radical viev/s
and tendencies. Hone of their tracts were ^ idely circulated, and
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the abolil.ionism of the second clasG was an excitement that would
soon pass away.
He opposed -he motion, first because it was v/rong in
\
principle, and second because it vhiq inexpedient and calculated to
aid abolitionism. If the people had a rif.ht to petition it '/as the
duty of Congress to hear,
Mr .King, of Alabama, v/as disposed to take the course v/hich,
without giving pretext to the char/^e of infringement upon the right
of petition, or seeming to countenance fanaticism, would get rid
of l;he petitions most readily. The course now advocatedwas inex-
pedient and v/ould give occasion to many people to bwlieve that it
was a violation of the right of petition, and thus aid the aboli-
tionists, Reception v/as the only true policy., nor was the refusal
to receive the strongest measure. The strongest v/as that of Bu-
chanan, by which the petitions were received but not one step fur-
ther v/as taken. The excitement must be calmed if the Union was to
be preserved,
(3)
On the second of March Mr.Buchana.n spoke in support of
his motion. His views v/ere those of his state. Public opinion of
the north would down fanaticism, but the north had a right to expect
that the Southern men would not adopt a course which would increase
its difficulties, No government possessing any of the elements of
liberty could exist without the right of petition, nor could the
i
right be controlled by Congress. The Seixate could not decide what i
people were to petition for, or the contest would inevitably be one
between liberty and power,
(1) Cong, GlobeyM Cong, 1 session, ISSr.-e, Appx, to III, 181.

"There is as much difference betv/ecn refu in<^ to receive a pe til-ion,
and receiving it and then rejecting its prayer as tl ere is betv/een
kicking a man {\ovm stairs v/ho attempts to enter your house, and re-
ceiving him politely, examining his request, and then refusing to
comply with it,"
There was no use of referring tb«L committee, for every
one knew whether he would vote to abolish slavery in '-he District.
All Senators ought to be able to agree on his plan of proceedure.
Mr .R\ving,,of Ohio, v/as opposed to slavery, and so were
his constituents, but fev/ were in favor of Congress » abolishing
it in the District, and none would push that measure beyond what
they supposed *.o be the const! tu Monal pov/er of that body. The ab-
olitionists were doing evil for no good end. If Congress v:ould at-
tempt to abolish slavery in the District the slaves there v/ould
be sold south. The people of the District would not be consulted
in regard i.o what for many of them v/ould be practically banishment.
He would vote for Mr .Buchanan' s motion if nothing better appeared.
(1)
Mr.Calhoun declared that the mind of the Senate v/as made
up on the subject of the petitions, V'hy receive v/hen the mind was
determined to reject? But one reason was assigned, that to reject
bodily would be to violate the right of petition. This was the
question before the Senate, The claim of right was without the
shadow of a foundation. The question involved was not the existence^
of the right, but its extent and 7: imits , There must be some point
at which the right of petition ended and that of Congress began.
He held thatright to end with presentation. The next action v/as on
Cong .010 be 24 Cong,,l session, 1035-6, Vol, III, Appx. 223,
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Its receipt, and he quoted the opinion of Jefferson, which was that
ordinarily v/hen a petition wis presented the question put should
be- shall this question be received. The rule r.oveminr. this matter
vv'as enacted April 19, 1789, and had been >'etained ever sir.ce. It
left con/^.'.res(; free to receive or reject at pleasure.
It was asserted that petitioners had a right to be heard-
they Y/ere heard by the presenter ^^,ivinp, a statemen'. of the contents
of the petition. The question on receiving r.ave opportunity for
discussion. Only on the question could opposition be made to the
petition it self- -lafter that it was opposition to t';e prayer. To
receive, then, was to take jurisdiction. Precedents were in favor
of this view, both in Congress and in Parliament,
The right of petition ej^isted before the Constitution,
but that constitution was the highest authority on the extent and
limits of the right. To extend the right to reception as to in-
fringe upon the constitutional rights of the Senate. If the Con-
stitution made it their duty to receive they would have left no
discretion to reject, ITo right of a deliberative bofiy was "more uni-
versal thjm the right to determine v/hat it will receive, over what
it shall extend its jurisdiction, and to v/hat it shall direct its
j
deliberation and action. It is the first and universal law of all
such bodies,"
What did the abolitionists hope? That Congress should tf.kel
jurisdiction over the subject of abolishing slavery. The question
|
i
of jurisdiction would be yielded if the petition v/ere received. The
j
attempt was new being made to abolish slavery, Now was the time for
j
all opposed to meet the attack of the enemy at the frontier. If the
South could not maintain herself here she could not on an internal

9-1
.
position. The courne of Buchanan v/as the v/or':t possible for the
slave-holding states, Tt surrendered all to the abolitionists. To
the objection that his course vj-ould increase agitation he replied
" If to rnaint^iin our rights must increo.se the abolitionists, let
it be 50. " The motion of Mr.BuchJinan would \reaken every one. It
v/ould divide the South on the question of reception, the TTorth on
that of rejection. Such a division \70uld give a great impulse to
abol i tionism,
"I ask neither sympathy nor compassion for the slave-hold-
ing States. Y/"e can taJce care of ourselves. It is not we but the
Union v/hich is in danger. It is that Y^hich demands our care- demands
that the agitation of this question shall cease here - that you shall
refuse to receive these petitions, and decline all jurisdiction over
the subject of aboli ion in every form ar.d shape. It is only on
these terms that the Union can be safe, "We cannot remain here in an
endless struggle in defense of our character, our property, and
our institutions,"
1
After this speech, delivered on the ninth of March, the
vote was taken on the r-eception of t?ie petition, and decided in the
(1)
affirmative, 36 to 10, Tv.'O days later the question was taken on Mr,
Buchanan's motion to reject the prayer of the memorial and carried,
34 to 6, Those voting against the motion to receive v;ere; Black and
V^alker, of Mississippi, Calhoun and Preston, of South Carolina,
Cuthbert, of Georgia, Leigh, of Virginia, Moore, of Alabama, Nich-
olas and Porter, of Louisiana, and vTiite, of Tennessee, while 2 votes
from Missouri, 1 from Korth Carolina, 2 from Kentucky, 2 from Mary-
(1) Cong .Globe ^24 Cong.^l session, 1835-6, Vol, III, 239, 248.
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land, 1 from Tennessee, 1 from AlaMma, and one from aeorf^la, v^ent
with the majority, which included Benton, Buchanan, Clay, Critten-
den, King, of Alabama, TTiles, and r'ebster. The six northern Sena-
tors who oj^posed the rejection of the prayer were; Davis and Y^ebs-
ter,of Massachusetts, Hendric]:5,of Indiana, Knight, of Rhode Island,
I
and Prentiss and Swift, of Yermont;.
|l This method of dealing v;ith the petitions, accepting them
and rejecting their prayer, was followed by the Senate throughout
j
the period. It was usually looked upon as a course 7/hich both ITorth
j
and Sou vh could support. The object of the Senate vas to g^t rid of
I them as qmickly and quietly as possible. v/ithout violating the right
of petition. Only a small party of Calhoun radicals were in favor
I
of denying reception, the remainder of the Senate saw the wisdom
of pursuing a middle course,
i
j: There v.-as little effort made by the representatives of
I Calhoun's views to continue the struggle nov^ after this decisive
(1)
defeat. On the eighteonth of April Mr, Davis presented a petition
praying for the abolition of slavery and the slave trade in the
District of Columbia, which Mr, Grundy, of Tennessee, moved to table,
Mr.VTiite said that he presumed the proper course \rould be to re-
ject the prayer of the petition, and moved to do so. Mr, Grundy
|
I
then moved to lay that motion upon 'he table, v/^hich was agreed to.
This method v/as foliov;ed as oxialfter of course, and no
I
further debate arose until the next session. On the seventeenth of
j
January it was decided by a vote of 35 to 6 to print a memorial
' concerning abolition which came from, the grand jury of the District,
(1) Cong .globe^^24 Cong.^1 session, 1835-6. Vol, III, 270.

(1)
On tlie sixth of February Mr.Calhoiar. demanded the question of re-
ception on petitions presented by Mr. Tipton, of IndiJina. After brief
debate by Mr.Tipton and Mr.Bwlnfj, Mr .Morris proposed tlat every one
II
jsharged v/ith abolition petitions present them now, and have the
question of reception settled for them altogether. It v/as agreed to,
and several presented. The usual pTOund v/-as covered in riebate, and
then Mr,Bayard moved tliat the question of reception be tabled, which
i
was done, 31 to 13.
j
More petitions v.^ere t/ien presented by Mr, Davis, Mr .Morris,
and Mr,v/ebGter. Mr.Bayard moved to tabie the question of reception,
Mr,Cuthbert, of Georgia, made a short speech involving
Mr,iyeb5ter in t-e discussion, Mr .Webster replied that he had no hes-
itation to declare it as his opinion that Congress did, under the
Constitution, possess the pov/er of legislating on the subject of
slavery in the District of Columbia, There v;as no doubt in his mind
that Congress also possessed the power to re ulate the inter-state
slave trade. lie did not care to express an opinion concerning the
expediency of using either of these two powers. He denied that only
those were interested in the subject of slavery who were suffering
in the immediate presence of the evil^ he himself had as deep an
interest in the peace and preservation of the Union as any Southerner,
This vas the first day of the session that TTorthem Sen-
ators had P'-esented abolition petitions, and he demanded the exercise
of some candor and justice towards those Senators, He himself had
presented petitions, not debating the subject, but confining him-
s^^-lf 10 a renewed expression of opinion that it would be bet(:er and
(1) Con£.,Globe_,24 Cong.^2 session, 1836-7, Vol, IV, 161,
|
4
more prudent to refer the petit iOTis to a committee and have a re-
port on theqa. Neither no^y nor at any time, in that body or out of
it, had any one heard from him any opinion touchinp, slavery in the
abstract,, or the power of Conr.re^s to interfere v/ith it in the states
than had been expressed by the honorable Senator from Virginia(Mr,
Rives) himself.
Mr .Hiibbard, of ITev/ Htimpshire, then moved to lay the ques-
(1)
tion upon the table, and this motion "as decided in the affirma-
tive, 31 to 15, The affirmative vote v.'as given by 11 northern and
20 Southern Senators, and the negative by 13 northern and 2 Southerner
Two days later Mr.S^vift, of Vermont, presented a similar
petition, Mr,Calhoun objected to its reception, Mr, Brown, of ITorth
Carolina, moved to lay t e question on the table, and the motion
carried, 25 to 12,
At the meeting of the Senate in December L837 it was very
evident that the radicals of the South v/ere determined to make a
final stand for their cause. On the eighteenth of December Mr,T/all,
Of ITev/ Jersey, presented a petition for abolition in the District,
and moved to lay it upon the tabZe. The radicals v/ere not yet ready,
and took no part in the debate, Mr.Hubbard moved to lay Mr,V/all*s
motion on the table, Mr.CI ay asked that t?ie motion be withdrawn for
i
a moment. He believed it to be better to refer the subject to the
Committee on the District to present a report calculated to quiet I
the excitement of the ITorth,
|
Mr,Roane, of Virginia, preferred for personal reasons
|
}
that the petition be referred to some other commit tee .The debate ,
was continued along the usual lines, and the matter t^ibr ed, 25 to 20.
Cong .Globe 24 Conp,. 2 session, 1836-7, Vol. IV, 163. ^
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On the next day Mr.Sv^-ift presented a recolution from the
ler.islatiire from his state and moved to table it. DeJaate immediate-
ly arising, Mr.Sv/ift withdrev; the resolution, annoimcinp, that he
would introduce it ar.ain. This resolution v;as the specific object
of the attack made by Mr .Calhoun's resolutions.
On the tv/entieth of December Mr,Calhoun wrote to J«,f^,Cal-
houn that he considered the time now at hand for the South to meet
the abolition sentiment of the TTorth. fie had moved to ti.ble the
Vermont rec^olution, but it had been withdravm for the present. The
sooner the issue v/as made the better for the South and the country.
(1)
A Southern convention v;as indispensable. A v.^eek later he introduced
into the Senate thwse resolutions;
"Resolved That in the adoption of the Federal Constitution
the states adopting the same, acted, severally, as free, independ-
ent, and sovereign States; and that each, for itself, by its own
voluntary assent, entered the Union with the viev/ to its increased
security a^-ainst all dangers, domes tic as well as foreign, and the
more perfect and secure enjoyment of its advantages, natural, po-
litical, and social.
Resolved That in delegating a portion of their powers to
be exercised by the Federal Government, the States retained, sev-
erally, the exclusive and sole right over their ovm domestic ins-
titutions and policy, and are alone responsible for them, and that
any intermeddling of any one or more States, or a combination of
their citizens, with the domestic institutions and police of the
others, on any ground otr under any pretext whatever, political,
I^et ters, 386. (2) Cong , Globe ^25 Cong, ^2 session, 1837-8.
Vol. IV, 55.
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moral, or rell.'-.oiis, \7ith a vi»v.7 !,o t;heir alteration, or subverclon,
is an as Gumption of superior-il-,y not v/aritanted by the constitution;
insulting to the States interfered -.'ith, tending, to en'lanAOi^ their
domestic peace and tranquil li' y, subversive of the objects for v/hich
the constitution was formed, and, by necessary consequence, tending;
to weaken and destroy the Union itself.
Resolved That the government was instituted and adopted
by the several States of the Union as a common af-;ent in order to
carry into effect the powers which they had delegated by the Con-
stitution for their mutual security and prosperity; and that, in
fulfil lmen^- of this high and sacred trust, this Government is bound
so to exercise its powers as to give, so far as may be practicable,
incr--=ased stability and security to the domestic institutions of
the States that compose the Union; and that it is the solemn duty
of the government to -esist all attempts by one portion of the
Union to attack the domestic institutions of another, or to weaken
or destroy such institutions, instead of strengthening and uphold-
ing them, as it is in duty boimd to do.
Resolved That domestic slavery, as it exists in the South-
ern and Western States of this Union, comprises an important part
of their domestic institutions, inherited from their ancestors,
and existing at the adoption of the Constitution, by which it is
recognized as constituting an essential element in the disti'ibu tion
of its pov/ers among the States; and that no change of opinion or
feeling, on the part of the other States of the Union in relation
to it, can Justify them or their citiztms in open and systematic
attacks thereon, with the view to its overthrov/-; and that all^-isuch
attacks are in manifest violation of the mutual and solemn pledge
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to protect and defond each othor, p.ivon by the States, recpectl voly
,
on enterinp. into the Constitutional compact, which formed the Union,
and as such is a manifest breach of faith, and a violation of the
most solemn oblif.^ations , moral and reli^cnis.
Resolved That the intermeddling, of any State or States,
or their citizens, to abolish slavery in this District, or any of
the Territories, on the p,roimd, or under the pretext, that it is
immoral or sinfu] ; or the passar,e of any act or measure of Conp,resG
with t/iat view, would be a direct and dangerous attack upon the ins-
titutions of all the slave-ho2 ding States,
Resolved That the Unity of these States rests on an e-
quality of rights and advantages among its members; and that what-
ever tends to destroy that equality tends to destroy the Union
itself; and that it is the solemn duty of all, and more especially
of this body, which represents the States in their corporate capac-
ity, to resist all attempts to discriminate between the States in
extending the benefits of the Government to the several portions
of the Union; and that to refuse to extend to the Southern and
'.'^'estern Statesany advantage which would tend to strengthen, or
render them more secure, or iricr ase their limits or population by
the annexation of new territory or States, on ^,he assumption or
under t'ne pretext th^.t t;he institution of slavery, as it exists
among them, is immoral, or sinful, or otherwise obnoxious, would
be contrary to that equality of rights and advantages which the Con
stitution \7as intended to secure alike to all the members of the
Union, a.nd would, in effect, disfranchise the slave-holding States,
witholding from them the advantages, while it subjected them to the
burdens of the Government,"
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Mr,Calhoun moved to print the recolutions, v/hich v/as
agreod to, and the Senate adjourned.
The discussion was ber.un by Mr,Calhoim next day, Decem-
ber 20, 1837, He maintained that the resolutions spoke definitely,
and to all points, for themsel es. Some people Cvrnsidered this as
a national government made up of individuals, v;ith ri^^hts common
to all, and of this class v/ere the abolitionists. It was his theory
that the Confedej'acy consisted of free, sovereiivn, and independent
States, each vested with supreme and indisputable rights. These res-
olutions presented p.round where all could stand and express opin-
ions without affecting the right of other points. He wished them to
pass ty a unanimous vote, and to be considered as a test question
in regard to the feeling of the Senate tovy-ard the South,
Mr, Strange, of iTcrth Carolina, v/as not in favor of wast-
ing time with abstract questions, even though he agreed with them,
they added nothing as a bulwark of strength for- the south, and they .
would pi'oduce mischief by trie discussion, I
Mr,Calhoun replied that every one was opposed to discussion,
but trie abolitionists v/ere to b, ame for ii , and it v/as no.vr time for
the South to meet the question.
The subject v/as then postponed for a v/eek,
(1)
On the third of Januai'y Mr,Morris deprecated the sec-
tional spirit shovm in the debate, v/hich he believed could never
lead to the peace iind heppiness oiB the whole countrj,'. These reso-
lutions were highly objectionable, and he intended to offer amend-
ments. He then moved to strike out the words "moral and relij-.ous"
from the first resolution, but the motion received the support of
only 14 votes, and the first resolution carried, 32 to 13, 14 Nort.h-
(1) Cong, globe ^25 Cong. , 2 session, 1337-5, Vol. VI, 73.
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em and 10 SoutJioT'n votes wovq cast for it, 13 Nort:'-orn votes a^^.alnst.
(1)
Mr .Webster said that i t v/as ',he express pov/or of cong-
ress to prohibit, the importation of slaves, thoujih slavery itself
was j^.uaranteed by the Const i tJ tion. If the resolutions could be '
modified to meet the constitutional requisitions, as riertin/', that
|
the constitution permit ted slavery ai^d protected the institution ho
would vote for them. An assertion that the Constitution could not
meddle with domestic institutions, if supported, would utterly de-
prive it of power and effect. These doctrines were a sweeping dec-
laration against the spirit and letter of the Constitution.
The second resolution, directed against the meddling of
states with the institutions of other states, vms adppted as it '
stood, 31 to 9, and the Senate adjourned. The 9 votes against it
were those of Davis, of Massachusetts, Morris, of Ohio, Prentiss,
of Vermont, Smith, of Indiana, Southard, of Tiew Jersey, Sv;ift, of
Vermont, Tipton, of Indiana/ V^all, of TIev/ Jersey, and '''ebster.
Mr.lTorvell, of Michigan, moved to stri::e out so much of
the third resolution as pledged the govei'nment to give "incroased-
stability and security to the domestic institutions of the States"
and pronouncea it to be its duty to strengthen them. He abhorred
abolitionism, and thought it to be no part of the business of the
TTorthto interfere with slavery. It v/as a domestic institution, and
Congress could not touch it either in the States or in t?ie District.
He was not in favor of slavery, but deplored the effects of abo-
litionism. The South ough^. to be let alone. His amendment was in
support of the theory that this struggle ought not to be transferred
to the iTortl-iwest
,
Mr.Preston spoke in favor of the amendme .t, and Mr. Cal-
houn agreed, ^ ——
(1) Cong .Qiobej25 Cong. 3 2 session, 1837-8. Vol. VI, 74.
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Mr ,Hub bard, of ITev/ Hampshire, thou^.h^"' that the adoption
of the resolutions was a very important :natter and would do p.reat
{•»ood in the TTorth, He -.vas in favor of the amendment,
Mr.Youn,-',, of Illinois, said that that part of the Cons-
titution in rej;ard to fugitive slaves - as proof of the control of
Conp.ress o.er domestic institutions. There was no pov/er to punish
abolitionist?, in one state foi' crimes committed in another. The
fact that these resolutions were before the Senate was proof that
the South wanted more than simply to be let alone.
Mr, Smith, of Indiana, had offered a proviso which was
amended by Mr, All en, of Ohio, to read;
"That nothinp, in the foregoing resolution is intended to
recognize the right of congress to impair in any way t?ie freedom
of speech, or of the press, or the right of petition, as secured
by the constitution to the people of the several States within their
limits respectively,"
This proviso thus amended was adopted by a vote of 32 tol4,
Mr,Morris then offered as an amendment to the resolution
(the third) an addition deilaring that fche right of the people to
speak, vrite, or print anything v/hatever, whether or not it con-
cerned the institutions of another state, was indisputable, and that
the people so doing were amenable only to the state in which they
might be at the time,
Mr,Calhoun thought the amendment unnecessary,
Mr,Morris replied that as the resolutions now stood their
effect Yfould be to operate a;'>alnst freedom of speech and of the press.
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Mr,Hubbard did no' expect mush jiiood to cone fror, the res-
olutions in checking ap.itation. He was in favor of them merely for
the abstract principles involved. They \70uld ,7;uide public opinion.
He re^^ret ted to see amendments made for the purpose of defeating
the resolutions,
Mr,Benton thought it would be better to refer the v/hole
matter to a select committee. "
Mr,Calhoun opposed this sugp,estion. Much progress had
already be-n made, the first two resolutions adopted, and discuss-
ion of the third nearly terminated. The remaining resolutions v/ere
but deductions from these. He had made them as abstract and as ac-
ceptable to all as he possibly could, as the only ground upon which
the South could stand-- the theory of States Rights, The abolition-
ists had been roused to action by a wrong theory of the relations
of the states to the government, Mr,Calhoun wanted something more
solid than support on the basis of expediency. This agitation, if
continued, must eventually make two peoples of one. The disease
must be met v/here It originated, and the resolutions were to be
the rallying ground.
In line with this argument Mr,Calhoun wrote to J, R,Calhoun
on January seventh, that the disease had originated in the non-slave-
holding states and must be met there. His resolutions must tend to
bring the Democratic party in those states into conflict with the
(L)
abolition and consolidation parties,
Mr, Buchanan v.-as still for reference to a committee. He
was not in favor of interfering wibh the constitutional rights of '|
slave-holding states, and was therefoi'e ready to adopt any const i-
(1) Letters January 1837,
|
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tutional measures that would ctop .agitation. The discussion of the
resoliifcions would not, nor would their adoption. The principles in-
volved v/ere all rii-^ht, but Senators were placed in a wrong position.
People thought the right of petition endan.ered. The abolitionists
had postponed emancipation and were tending to create servile insur-
rections, and to split the Union, A select committee couM present
these three resolutions which could be passed unanimously, declar-
ing (1) th£it Congress could not interfere with slavery in the states,
or (2) prohibit the transfer of slaves from state to state, and (3)
that it ought not to abolish slavery in the District,
Mr.Davis asserted that petitioners had been driven a^vay
from the Senate, the ne\7 measures would do no more. They were a
challenge ^.o discussion. His chief objection to them v/as on account
of their political nature and the fact that they were wholly un-
necessary ,
Mr,TTiles considered the resolutions as an ansv/er to pe-
titions and thought that they ought therefore to have come from a
committee. He believed the principles sound and the only basis on
which liberty and union could be maintained together. False views
of the theory and nature of the government v/ere at the bottom of
the abolition agitation. The abolitionists thought themselves in
some way responsible for slavery because they v/ere citizens of the
same country in which it existed. The resolutions, on the other
hand, presented the theory of non-intervention. The abolition spirit
v/as spreading. The strength of the union lay in public opinion,
v/hich must be spt against trie agitators before they take the next
^
step and refuse to vote for any one unpledged to their cause.

lOG.
Tho third recolution, dec^arinp, that the ROVGrnrieni, ou/^ht
to resist attempts to intervene with a state's domestic institution^
(1)
was then adopted by a vote of 31 to 11, The fourth, deelarinr, against
the attaciv upon slavery, carried, on January ninth, v/ithout debate,
by a -vote of 34 to 5, and the fifth, declaring attempts to secure
the abolition of slavery in the District or in the Territories to
biB an attack upon the institutionsof the slave-holding states, was
next taken up,
Mr .Pierce thought this to be the real ground upon which
the contest v/as to be determined. He had discovered signs neither
of nullification nor of the abridgement of speech or of the press
in the resolutions. He believed them to be more than mere abstrac-
tions; their adoption would satisfy the South and calm the ITorth,
Maryland and Virginia v/ould never ?iave agreed to part with the ter-
ritory comprisin^^, the District if they had thought that the rigjits
and x^roperty of their citizens were to be invaded a gainst their
consent anCi in spite of their remonstrances. The la-'S could not be
enforced, and the District v;oulel become a fugitive slave refuge,
Mr ,Crittenden, of Kentucky, thought that the resolutions
would not produce peace or allay excitement, th<''.t they were too
vague and general. They v/ould produce agitation and were introduced
to promote personal views and pa-ty ambition, Calhoun's little party
was not tlie only one to follow, and all v/ho opposed him were not
necessarily abolitionists,
,
Mr,Clay had voted for the resolutions as abstract prin-
ciples and hoped that they v/ould al.'ay excitement, but feared not,
i'
The last resolution v/ould commit the Senate to Texan aniiexation.
These tv/o • sub jects , Texas and abolition, ought to be kept separate.
|
(1) Cong . Globe ^25 Cong. 2 session, 1836-7. Vol.VI, 01.
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The object of the Senate shcnild be to allay excitement and stop
a^];! tat ion, cmd the petitions ouf'.ht therefore t.o be referred. If
they were manifestly unconstitutional they should be rejected, if
doubtful they r.hould be invest ip.at ed, ixnd if the power surely lay
with Congressthey should be treated wi' h respect. The Senate was not
right in tablin/^; it v/as an unsatisfactory method.
After furl.her 'ebate, v/hich, as Mr, Buchanan said, *had be-
come exceedingly dull, had almost worn itself out, and was no\7 draf,g
ing its weary length along*, the fifth resolution vas amended thus;
"Resolved That any attempt of coiil-Tess to abolish slavery
in any Territory of the United States, in v/hich ii exists, would
create s-rious alarm and just apprehension in the states sustain-
ing that domestic institution; would be a violation of good faith
towards the inhabitants of such Territory, who have beon permitted
to settle with and hold slaves, because the people of such Territory
have Hot aslced for abolition therein, and because, that, when iiny
such Territory shall he admitted into the Union aj> a State, the
people thereof v/ill be entitled to settle that question exclusive-
ly for themselves,"
and adopted, 35 to 9,
The sixth resolution, declaring, practically, for Texan
annexation, was taken up January t^velth, and supported by Calhoun,
Yfho considered this as one of the most important of the series,
Mr .Preston moved to table it because the subject would
come up more appropriately in connection with his resolution con-
cerning the annexation of Texas. This also carried 35 to 9, the 9
negative votes being those of Calhoun, Clay, of Alabama, Pulton,
Lumpkin, Roane, Robinson, Young, Sevier, and V/ali:er,

Mr,Allen then moved his iimendnient , which v/uc tabled, r.3 to 21,
According; to Mr .Calhoun • s own views the defeat jf the
firth resolution vnxs causedby the approach of the coming presiden-
tial campai^^n, in which both Mr,Clay and Mr,Van Buren expected to
become candidates. It was natural that they should ":;ome together
on all questions on which the TTorth and noulh come into conflict".
One was a Southern man relying upon the ITorth for support, and the
other a northern nan relying upon the South, They hsm therefore a
common drfsad of all conflicting questions betv/een the sections. At
first they were too hostile to combine against him, but succeeded
in joining their forces by the time the fourth and fifth resolu-
tions vreve reached, A few from the South gave away, and this com- ii
(2) ij
pelled the north to do the snjne, 'I
On the sixteenth of JanuaiT Mr, Swift again introduced his
resolutions, A short debate followed, in the course of which a mo-
tion to reject, made by Mr, Strange, was defeated, 22 to 16, The res-
(3)
Glut ions v/ere then tabled on motion of Mr,Sv'ift himself.
Six days later several petitions wei'e presented, and
(4)
on all the question of reception was tabled. This method was then
follOT'ed imiformly, and there was no mo"e protracted debate in the
Senate. All interest in the struggle v/as centered on the House,
where the conflict v;as still raging, while the Senate, as we have
before note'^, v/as not disturbed by the petitions. The general spirit'
of the body v;as shown by Mr,Tappan, of Ohio, on February 4, 1840,
( 1 ) Cong .glob Q_^2 5 Cong., 2 session, 1837-8, Vol, VI, 97,
(2) Letter to Durt^ Lett ers, 388 ,
j
(5) Cong.
G
lobe ^ 25 Cong. ^2 session, 1837-8. Vol, VI, 107-9.
|
(4) Ibid .,123. '
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On that day hB ir.formed the Senate that he had ir. his possession
a petition praying for abolition in the District, but since it
was his opinion that Conp.reGS had no such power, and that neither
the people of the District themselves nor tiiose of Virp.inia or
(1)
Maryland wanted abolition, he declined to present it,
|l Ar,ain, on the thirteenth, Mr,Clay, in presenting a pe-
tition, stated that in his opinion the crisis had parsed , A short
debate ensued, in the course of which Mr.Calhoun elaborated his
theory that the tight of petition v.'as of mi -or importance in a free
country, being superseded by that of suffrage. Mr .Webster vigor-
ously disagreed. The petition itself was tabled,
jl
These incidents were the only occasions for debate in
the upper house while there were going on in the lower the violent
struggles which contir.ued until the repeal of the gag rule, in De-
cember 1844, In the nation at large excitement had died away, and,
as Clay had said, the crisis seemed to have passed. It is only in
connection with the larger movements of po] itics that we are able
to see any indication of the presence of the question, and then
only to catch fleeting glimpses. It is but one thread interwoven
with innumerable others, though at times it is seen clearly in the
tangle. In this light are to be regarded the references to the ab-
olition question that occurred occasionally in the presidential
campaign of 1G44, in which the great radical, Johji C.Calhoun vas
a candidate for the nomination. The interest which was most feared
I by his friends in the campaign -.'as that of the anti-slavery parties,
(1) Cong. glob e ^26 Cong.^1 session, 1839-'l0, Vol, VIII, ICO-l,
(2) Ibid.,181-97.
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which if in concei't would bo rowerful, and v/ould favor tho candi-
date who favored tlieir views. This, they said, required considera-
tion, for if carried out it would be a violation of the federal
compact . and
,
periiaps, a separation of the Union, " Let it become
understood that no President shall hereafter come from a slave-
(1)
holding state, and the Rubicon is passed."
As the cair^paign v/ent on vigorous complaints were made by
the Calhoun men in regard to the attitude of tlie Van Duren Dem-
ocrats towards the a-bolitionis ts . Calhoun openly charged them with
(2)
having violated t}ie pledges given in voting for his resolutions.
The first four of those resolutions were, he claimed, passed by the
unanimous vote of the Republican party. The present action of the
Van Burenites v/as a case of political treachery almost v/ithout ex-
ample • It was a play to ge t abolition votes, and Viras his reward for
(3)
saving Van Buren from prostration in 1056, The action to which he
referred was, mainly, the adoption in Congress of the method of
tabling petitions. The repeal of the House rule refusing reception
he regarded v/ith fearful apprehension, "It was, with few excep ions,
the votes of the two sections, slaveholding and non-sl aveholding,
arrayed against each otlier. They appear fo ne to be coming daily
more and more in*:o deadly conflict. To judge by indications which
are constantly occuring we shall be thrown on our ov/n means of de-
fending ourselves on that vital question. It would seem, that we
can look no longer to our ITortheni allies for support in reference
(4)
to it,"
After the repeal of the ..ag rule v/e are in a new period
of the agitation. For a long time petitions are very infrequent in
;i
(1) letters (Lawrence), 879, (2) Ibid..,562. (3) Ibid,^Peb. 4,1.844.
(4) Tmr^.^$6. ^ ^ !|

both houses, and there is practically no debate. The question lias
almost entirely resolved itself into one merely of expediency. The
first motion to table in the House v/as ost, and the petition re-
(1)
ferred to the Comiiiittee on the District, Anti-slavery petitions
presented by Mr.Giddings v;ere laid over, on account of the expression
(2)
by members of a desire to debate, and forgotten, A petition re-
questing the use of the proceeds of the sale of public lands to pro-
(3)
vide for emancipation was tabled, 117 to 49,
At the next session of Congress, on the first day of De-
cember, 1845, a motion made by Mr .Chapman, of Alabama, to readopt
(4)
the gag rule v/as defeated by the decisive vote of 121 to 84. On
the tenth, however, remonstrances against the annexation of Texas,
presented by Mr .Adams, v/ere tabled, 115 to 72, and on the next day
a memorial against slavery in the D^strictwas similarly disposed of
(5)
by a vote of 108 to 59,
This v/as done v^ithout debate, ITor did debate occur in the
House until January, 1848, when it was confined to points of order,
(6)
ari the petition occasioning it tabled by a vote of 94 to 88. Pour
months later, in the same session, the jjouse refused to suspend the
rules to consider a resolution providing that the committee on the
District bp instructed to report a bill for the abolition of slavery
(7)
there,A committee was appointed to report a bill providing for the
aboli ' ion of the slave trade, Becember 21, 1848, by a vote of 93 to '
88, A v;eek later, however, the motion was taken up to reconsider,and
(8)
after postponement for two weeks reconsideration carried, 119 to 81,
(1) Cong.Globe^2 8 Cong,, 2 session, 1844-5, Vol, XIV, 18,
(2) ' Ibid, -25. (3) Ibid,-.64, (4) Ibid.^29 Cong, 1 session, 1845-6. ii
T0l» -V, 3. (5) Ibid,, 41,43, (6) Ibid,^XVII; I, 180, (7) Ibid,^788.
'
(8) Cong, Globe30 Cong .^2 session, 1848-9, Vol. XVIII; 84.
*
112,
On the tv/"ntioth of February a similar bill, which had been intro-
(1)
duced a year before, was taken up and tabled, Congrecs was evidently
not yet ready for such measures.
In the next seGsion there occurred a stru^:;f^e over the
speakership v/hich 3asted for weeks, Mr,Cobb, of Georgia, and Mr,T7in-
throp, of Massachusetts, v/ere the leading candidates, but after sev-
eral days of fruiiless balloting Mr, Brown, of Indiana, was nominated
as a compromise candidate. One of the elements of his strength lay
in the fuct that he had pi-omised to constitute the Committee on the
(2)
Di«trict in reference to the subject of abolition.
Prom this time on almost nothing is heard of the action
of Congress on anti-slavery petitions. Per/ were received, as a rule,
(3)
and they were referred or tabled according to expediency. At times,
v^hen such subjects i'.a the compromise of 1850, ott Texan annexation, or
the Kansas-TIebraska Bill were before Con^'.ress the petitions would
come pouring in. But they were usually tabbed on the ground that the
(4)
subject was before Congress in another form. No debate arose concern
ing their disposition. Then came the great struggle of 1054 on the
Kansas-TTebraska question, and gradually, as Calhoun had theorized
years before, in this respect at least the right of po'-ition yielded
to the right of suffrage. The people ceased to petition and went to
the polls to settle the questions of slavery, and the day of anti-
slavery petitions had forever passed av/ay,
(1) Cong .Glob 6^ 50 Con.u,2 session, 184R-9, Vol, XVIII, 569,
(2) Ibid.^o4 Cong.^1 session, 1855-6. Vol. XXV:I, 19-21. (3) Ibid,^
51 Cong.,1 session, 1849-50. Vol, XIX:I,34
.
;
'Vol.XXrl, 575-80.; Vol,
XXL:II, 901-2. (4) Ibid., 33 Cong,,l session, 18: 3-4.Vol, XXIIIj4lJ
400ff.
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